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Transistor performance degrades during operation due to charging and generation of

oxide and interface traps by hot carriers. A novel direct-current current-voltage (DCIV)

technique is employed in this thesis to investigate the electrical degradation kinetics of

metal-oxide-semiconductor transistors (MOSTs) under hot-carrier stress. This

technique measures the interfacial recombination current IB (base or body current) as a

function of the gate voltage to monitor the generation rate of interface traps and

charging rate of oxide traps. Two DCIV applications are demonstrated: (1) separation

of stress-generated oxide and interface traps in submicron MOSTs, and (2) profiling the

spatial distribution of of the stress-generated interface traps. It is also shown that stress¬

generated surface recombination current peak is proportional to the traditionally
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monitored transistor degradation parameters: drain-saturation current, gate threshold

voltage, and subthreshold voltage swing (AIDsat, AVGT and AS).

A physics-based Time-to-Failure extraction algorithm is developed using the new

current-accelerated channel-hot-carrier stress (CACHC) method. Current-acceleration

of the transistors’ degradation rate is obtained by forward-biasing a p/n junction to

increase the channel hot carrier current. The applied stress voltages can be

independently set to control the kinetic energy of the channel hot carriers. Stress-time

reductions by about 1-2 orders of magnitude are demonstrated. Correlation with Sah’s

bond-breaking interface generation model showed that interfacial silicon-hydrogen

bonds are broken by hot holes in n-channel MOST and by hot electrons in p-channel

MOST.

Positive charging of oxide trap by barrier-surmounting hot hole during channel hot

electron stress is investigated using the DCIV technique. Two pathways are

experimentally observed: (1) hot-electron/hot-hole interband impact pathways in high-

voltage long-channel nMOST with electron kinetic energy threshold of 5.12 eV, and (2)

hot-electron/thermal-hole Auger recombination pathway in low-voltage short-channel

nMOST with electron kinetic energy threshold of 3.13 eV.

Interface trap generation in p-channel MOST during channel hot hole stress is

investigated. Reduction of interface trap density is observed for the first time.

Hydrogen released from the hydrogenated boron in the p+drain region by the channel

hot hole is the proposed mechanism. The released hydrogen diffuses from the p+drain
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into the channel region and passivates the fabrication-residual interface traps over the

channel and source interface.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recent advancement in silicon Very-Large-Scale-Integration (VLSI) and Ultra-

Large-Scale-Integration (ULSI) technology, particularly lithography, has led to an

aggressive scaling of metal-oxide-semiconductor transistors (MOSTs) to smaller

dimensions to increase the packing density (transistors/chip) and to integrate more

complex circuit functions onto a single silicon chip or die [1]. The small transistor size

also greatly improves the speed of the VLSI/ULSI circuits. For instance, in the 1980’s,

a typical channel length in the MOST VLSI circuit is of the order of lfim [2-3].

Currently, MOSTs fabricated with 0.25(Jxn to 0.35itm channel length are being used to

manufacture high density 64Mb DRAM and fast 200 MHz microprocessor with 107-108

MOSTs [4-6]. Recently, MOSTs with 0.1|im channel length fabricated at research

laboratories have been reported [7-10].

Constant-field and constant-voltage scalings are the two limiting approaches used

for scaling the MOST to increase transistor density and to improve circuit performance

[8, 11-14], Constant-field scaling, first introduced by Dennard of IBM in 1974 [11],

proposed a linear reduction of all the physical geometries of the transistors (oxide

thickness, channel length, channel width, and junction depth) and supply voltage with

increased doping concentration to scale MOST to smaller features. This approach

attempts to maintain a long-channel characteristic in scaled MOST and also to keep the
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drain electric field and power density constant after scaling. However, the present

transistor scaling trend has followed the constant-voltage scaling law more closely in

order to be compatible with power supply voltage and noise margin constraints. But,

scaling down the gate oxide thickness and channel length at constant supply voltage

unavoidedly increases the oxide and channel electric fields. These high fields reduce

MOST reliability because they cause (1) acceleration of hot carriers (electrons or holes)

to high kinetic energies, (2) injection of hot carriers via surmounting the Si02/Si energy

barrier into the gate oxide, (3) quantum-mechanical band-to-band and band-trap-band

tunneling of thermal carriers into the gate oxide, (4) charging and generation of oxide

traps by the injected carriers, and (5) generation of interface traps [15-28]. The physical

charging-discharging and generation-annihilation of the oxide and interface traps by the

hot carriers have been identified to have detrimental effects on the stability and

reliability of the silicon MOSTs. These hot carriers effects cause a gradual degradation

of the transistor electrical characteristics as reflected by changes in transistor’s threshold

voltage (AVgt), drain-current driving capability (AIDsat), subthreshold distortion (AS)

and an increase in standby power consumption. When the degradation of the MOST

exceeds an acceptable level in a VLSI/ULSI circuit, for example AVGT=10 mV or

^Dsat^DsatO=-^ the circuit may not operate properly and reliable operation of the

electronic system using this circuit will be adversely affected. Therefore, the hot carrier

effects in deep submicron MOST must be understood and minimized such that the

scaled-down MOSTs can continue to achieve a reliable operation Time-to-Failure (TTF)

of 10 years. Innovative hot-carrier-resistant transistor designs and careful processing
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steps have been introduced to minimize the hot-carrier-induced device degradation [29-

32],

To evaluate the reliability of submicron MOST and its operation TTF without

actually operating the MOST continuously for 10 years, the semiconductor industry has

adopted a voltage-accelerated stress approach to extrapolate the TTF of a new or

production technology [33-37]. In this engineering approach, MOST fabricated from a

particular technology is stressed at higher voltages to accelerate its degradation rate.

Then the high-voltage accelerated-stress results are empirically extrapolated to

operating condition such as 5 V or 3.3 V. This engineering approach is highly empirical

and gives unreliable TTF extrapolation to lower voltages as it does not consider the

physical dependence of the device failure rate on the kinetic energy of the hot carriers

and the threshold energy for a particular denominate degradation mechanism and

pathway [38, 23]. In addition, an empirical failure model with fudging or adjustable

parameters does not provide any insight to the actual intricate degradation mechanisms

and pathways. Thus there is a need for a physics-based TTF extraction algorithm which

can provide fundamental physical parameters for evaluating a developing or production

technology and also for basic understanding of the basic physics of hot-carrier-induced

degradation in MOSTs.

Recently, Neugroschel and Sah [39-40] demonstrated a novel current-acceleration

(as opposed to voltage-acceleration) TTF extraction methodology to stress a Bipolar

Junction Transistor (BJT) at low emitter-base reverse-bias voltages. The current-

acceleration stress technique uses increased hot carrier density at low stress voltages to
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accelerate the degradation rate of the BJTs. We will demonstrate the extension of this

current-accelerated BJT stress methodology to MOST under channel hot carriers (CHC)

stress. For MOST, the density of the hot carriers is increased by forward-biasing the

substrate/body or source/body n/p junction during CHC stress This approach will be

known as current-accelerated channel hot carriers stress (CACHC). Results will be

analyzed using a physic-based degradation model.

The methodology adopted in this work will be based on Stress-And-Measure

(SAM) experiments - "Stress" refers to conventional substrate hot carrier (SHC) and

CHC stresses or the new CACHE stress proposed and demonstrated in the following

chapter. "Measure" refers to electrical characterization of the device degradation. This

SAM methodology will be described in Chapter 2 where an overview of substrate and

channel hot carriers stresses is presented. Chapter 3 presents a novel direct-current

current-voltage (DCIV) technique, proposed by Neugroschel and Sah [41], to

characterize hot-carrier-induced degradation. This technique employs the surface

recombination current of one of the forward-biased and gate-controlled p/n junctions of

the BJT and MOST structures as the degradation monitor. This measurement

configuration is that of a short-circuited-collector BJT and the base current, IB, is

measured as a function of the gate-base dc voltage. This DCIV technique was applied

to separate the stress-generated oxide and interface traps in submicron MOST which

will be described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 extends the DCIV technique to spatially

profile the stress-generated interface trap distribution in MOST. Chapter 6 presents an

experimental correlation of the conventional measured electrical parameters (AIDsat,
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AVGt and AS) with the stress-generated surface recombination current in submicron

nMOST.

Chapter 7 presents a new interface trap generation model recently formulated by

Sah [42], This interface generation model will be used to analyze the current-

accelerated channel hot carriers results presented in Chapter 8. Analysis will show that

the Si-H bonds at the Si02/Si interface are broken by hot holes in n-channel MOST

during channel hot electron stress and in n/p/n BJT during emitter-base reverse-bias

stress, and by hot electrons in p-channel MOST during channel hot hole stress. The

broken Si-H bond forms the dangling silicon bond which is the electrically active

interface trap.

Chapter 9 delineates four fundamental interband Auger and impact generation

pathways in silicon-based MOST where a 4.25 eV hot hole, initiated by primary

energetic electron, can be injected over the Si02/Si barrier into the gate oxide to cause

positive oxide charging in Si02. Three distinct electron threshold kinetic energies are

found using energy conservation law: (1) 5.37 eV for hot-electron/hot-hole interband

impact generation, (2) 4.25 eV for both hot-electron/thermal-hole impact collision

pathway and hot-electron/thermal-hole exchange recombination pathway, and (3) 3.13

eV for hot-electron-thermal hole Auger recombination pathway. Experiments are

described which verified the existence of the 5.37 eV threshold energy for interband

impact generation pathway.

Chapter 10 presents for the first time an interface trap reduction process, observed

using DCIV measurement, in p-channel MOST during conventional channel-hot-hole
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stress. A hydrogen-diffusion model will be proposed to account for the reduction of

interface traps in the channel.

Chapter 11 gives the summaries and concludes this thesis.



CHAPTER 2

STRESS-AND-MEASURE (SAM) METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

In a Stress-And-Measure (SAM) experiment, the degradation characteristics of a

MOS transistor (MOST) subject to either substrate hot-carrier (SHC) or channel hot-

carrier (CHC) stress are monitored by the following electrical measurements: (1) drain-

current vs gate voltage (ID-VG), (2) saturation drain current vs gate voltage (losarlo)’

(3) Direct-Current Current-Voltage (DCIV) or IB-VGB, and (4) forward-biased gated

emitter-base p/n junction (IB-VBE). These stress and measure steps are automated via

IEEE-488 bus in a SAM station. In this chapter, the SAM station setup and the

measurement and stress bias configurations are described. An overview of substrate-

and channel-hot electron stress is also presented.

2.2 SAM Setup

Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the SAM station setup. It consists of three

parts: (1) a Device-Under-Test (DUT) box, (2) an instrumentation rack of IEEE-488 bus

controlled power supplies, voltage-current pulse generators, digital current- and volt¬

meters, and (3) a Digital Equipment Cooporation MicroVax-II computer. The MOS

transistor (DUT), fabricated on a 6" or 8" wafer, is loaded into a light-shielded wafer

probe station where the Drain (D) , Gate (G), Source (S), Body (X or B) and Substrate

(Sub or E for Emitter) of the DUT are connected via the probes and shielded low

7
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Figure 2.1 Block diagram of the Stress-and-Measure SAM Station.
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leakage-low noise 50Q cables to the instrumentation rack. Data acquisition and

instrumentation control are automatically controlled by the SAM programs in the

MicroVax-II computer through a IEEE-488 interface bus. All the SAM control

programs were coded in the VAX-FORTRAN language. A flow chart of the SAM

control program is summarized in Figure 2.2.

On the instrumentation rack, a 6-1/2 digits high resolution HP34401 digital

voltmeter is used to measure the voltages supplied by three programmable voltage

sources: two Keithley K230 and one Hewlet-Packard HP6106 power supplies. The

Keithley picometers (K485 & K486) and HP3478 multimeters are used to measure the

d.c. currents during stress and measurement cycles (see Figure 2.3). The measurement

and stress configurations are multiplexed by a HP3488 scanner and a custom-built Reed

switching relays box. The HP3488 scanner contains two relays cards: (1) a 10-channel

array of single-pole/single-throw relays controls the Reed relay box, and (2) a 10-

channel array of double-pole/single-throw relays is multiplexed together with the

HP34401 voltmeter to measure the terminal voltages applied on DUT.

2.3 Electrical Measurement

2.3.1 Drain-Current Measurement

Two drain current measurement configurations are implemented by the SAM

station: (1) linear Io-VGS, and (2) saturation Ipsat'^DS- The difference between the

linear and saturation drain current measurement depends on how the drain and gate are

connected electrically. Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 illustrate the schematic of the SAM

station setup for linear and saturation ID measurement, respectively. During the linear
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Figure 2.2 Flow chart of the SAM control program.
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K230
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Figure 2.3 SAM schematic setup for linear ID-VG measurement.
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HP3488

K230

J

Figure 2.4 SAM schematic setup for saturation IDsat measurement.
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and saturation ID measurement, the source, body (or p-well) and the substrate of the

MOST are grounded. For the linear ID-VG measurement, a programmable voltage K230

is supplied by K230 to give a low (<0.5V) and constant voltage across the drain and

source, VDS, and another K230 voltage source is connected to the gate to step the gate

voltage, in small incremental step, from accumulation to inversion. The drain current is

measured by a sensitive pico-ammeter (K486). The voltages applied to the gate and

drain terminals are measured by the HP34401 digital voltmeter. Thus, the ID-VG

characteristics of the MOST is obtained by measuring the drain current for a range of

gate voltages.

During the saturation IDsat-VD measurement, the gate and drain are tied together

and connected to a single K230 voltage source (see Figure 2.4). This connection

ensures that the MOST is operating in the saturation mode. The drain current IDsat can

either be measured by the K486 picoammeter or the HP3478 ammeter. This flexibility

is necessitated by the 2mA current compliance limit of the K486 picoammeter. The

voltage supplied by the K230 is measured by the HP34401 voltmeter. By measuring the

drain current for a range of drain voltages, the saturation lDsat-VD characteristics can be

obtained.

2.3.2 DCIV Measurement

The DCIV measurement, acronyned by Sah [41], is a plot of the d.c. body (or base)

current versus gate voltage with a forward-biased p/n junction supplying the minority

carriers to recombine with the majority carriers at recombination centers at the Si02/Si

interface of the MOST. In this section, we will only describe the basic measurement
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K230

Figure 2.5 SAM schematic setup for DCIV measurement showing the Drain-emitter
DCIV configuration.
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procedure. Details of DCIV measurement configurations and its basic principles will be

elaborated in Chapter 3. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic setup for Drain-Emitter DCIV

measurement. A K230 voltage source (constant VEB) is connected to the drain to

forward bias the drain n+/p junction. Another K230 voltage source (VGB) is connected

to the gate to modulate the Si surface from accumulation to inversion. A K485

picoammeter is connected to the p-well to measure the body current at each VGB step.

The source is grounded during the entire measurement.

2.3.3 Gated IB-VBB Measurement

The IB-VBE measurement is identical to the standard method used for bipolar

transistors’ characterization. The only difference here is that a constant d.c. voltage is

applied to the gate of the MOST during the IB-VBE measurement. In the case of a

standard 3-terminal BJT structure, there is no gate terminal available. The IB-VBE

measurement uses exactly the same DCIV setup shown in Figure 2.5. During the

measurement, the emitter-base (for example the n+drain/p-body-well junction is

forward-biased and the VBD is increased with small incremental steps while a constant

voltage is maintained at the gate. The base (or body ) current is monitored using the

K485 picoammeter.

2.4 Substrate and Channel Hot Electron Stress

In silicon, thermal electrons at the conduction band edge can gain kinetic energy

by tranversing through a potential drop and becomes energetic and hot. These hot

electrons are characterized by an effective temperature, Teff = (2/3)«(Kinetic

Energy)/kB, which is much greater than the lattice temperature, TLattice. For example, if
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KE= 1 eV, Teff = (2/3).300K(leV/0.025eV) = 8,000 K » Tlattice= 300 K at room

temperature. In nMOST, there are two important hot-electron effects: (1) the substrate

hot-electron (SHE) effect where the primary source of hot electrons is due to the current

from the substrate, and (2) the channel hot-electron (CHE) effect where the primary

source of hot electrons is due to the surface channel current. To investigate these two

hot-electron effects in silicon MOST, the stress mode implemented on the SAM station

is carefully designed by considering the desired stress conditions and configurations.

These will be described in the following two sections.

2.4.1 Substrate Hot Electron Stress

In this work, a substrate hot electron injection (SHEi) technique is used to

uniformly inject electrons from the silicon substrate into the gate oxide of the MOST.

This injection technique employs a forward-biased vertical bipolar transistor [16] and

has been previously used to employed to study the basic degradation mechanisms of the

Si02 gate oxide and its fundamental electrical properties [20, 22, 24, 43], Optical hot

electron injection (OHEi) [44] is a variation of SHEi. The major difference between

OHEi and BiMOS-SHEi is the source of minority carriers (electrons) in the p-type

silicon body of the nMOST. For OHEi, the hot electrons comes from interband optical

generation of electron-hole pair in the surface space-charge-region in the p-silicon

substrate underneath the gate oxide. For BiMOS-SHEi, the source of hot electrons is

the minority carriers (electrons) injected by the forward-biased n+/p emitter-base

junction. BiMOS-SHEi is employed in this work because of its easy and

straightforward implementation. For OHEi, a special test structure with thin layer of
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conductive and transparent gate material or a special window on the substrate surface is

necessary. One key advantage of using SHEi is the independent control of three basic

stress parameters, the oxide electric field, the carrier kinetic energy and the hot carrier

current. The areally uniform electron injection into the gate oxide during SHEi also

simplifies the analysis.

Figure 2.6 shows the schematic SHEi setup for a nMOST with junction-well

isolation. During the injection stress, the gate of the nMOST is connected to a K486

picoammeter in series with a K230 voltage source. The K486 picoammeter measures

the gate current for fluence calculation. The K230 voltage source supplies a positive

voltage to the gate for maintaining a constant electric field across the gate oxide. The

source and drain are tied together and connected to another K230 voltage source where

a reverse bias is applied between the source/drain (collector) and the p-well (base) to

bias the vertical parasitic bipolar transistor into active region as well as to control the

amount of the band bending in the silicon surface space-charge layer. A forward-bias is

applied between the p-well (base) and the substrate (emitter) to supply the minority

carriers (electrons). A lk£2 resistor was connected in series with the emitter to limit the

emitter current. The emitter and collector currents were measured by two

programmable HP3478A ammeters. While keeping the reverse-bias between the p-well

(base) and source/drain (collector) constant, the forward bias across the p-well (base)

and substrate (emitter) was adjusted by a software feedback loop in the SAM control

program to maintain a constant gate injection current. The magnitude of the gate
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Figure 2.6 SAM schematic setup for BiMOS-SHE injection stress.
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injection current can be controlled by varying the forward-bias across the emitter-base

junction and the reverse-bias across the collector-base junction.

2.4.2 Channel Hot Electron Stress

The channel hot electron stress conditions in nMOST are classified based on the

magnitude of the applied VDS and VGS. Two commonly used CHE stress conditions are

(1) VDS < VGS or the "triode" range, and (2) VDS > VGS or drain current-saturation

range. When VDS < VGS, the transistor is operating in the linear range. The channel

electrons are accelerated by the large channel electric field in parallel with the Si02/Si

interface near the drain to gain more kinetic energy. Near the drain junction, the

electron trajectory may be deflected sideways towards the Si02/Si interface by phonon

scattering. If the kinetic energy of these impinging electrons is greater than the electron

barrier height at the Si02/Si interface (~3.12eV), they can be injected into the gate

oxide. This electron gate current was modeled using the Shockley’s "lucky electron

model" [45] and expressed [46-48] as

1-G K IcheXP (2-1)

where Ich is the channel current, EM is the maximum electric field perpendicular to the

Si02/Si interface, and is the empirical electron scattering mean-free-path (=78A).

The electron barrier height, <j)BN, is 3.12eV. Ning employed an effective electron barrier

height given by [46]

<pBN = 3.12 - 2.59x10-4Eox1/2 - 10"5Eox2/3 (2.2)

where Eox is the oxide electric field near the drain junction. The last two terms takes

into account of the Schottky-barrier lowering and the possibility of tunneling through
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the barrier. This linear CHE stress mode was first employed by Abbas and Dockerty in

1974 to investigate the effect of channel hot electron on the electrical characteristics of

the n-channel MOST [49]. Their investigation showed that electrons can be injected

into the gate oxide and subsequently captured by the oxide traps by operating the

nMOST at the drain current saturation point VD=VG. This bias configuration localized

electron trapping near the drain junction and was attributed as the cause of the positive

gate shift of the drain current-gate voltage characteristics with increasing injection time.

Subsequent experimental investigations and numerical simulations by other researchers

have widely supported this localized electron-trapping model under saturation CHE

stress [50-52, 55]. Typically, MOST fabricated with poor quality gate oxide (high

concentration of electron traps) and with appreciable gate current (high electron

injection efficiency) will degrade faster under saturation-point CHE stress [53].

When VDS>VGS, the transistor is biased deep into the drain-current saturation

range. Unlike the saturation-point CHE stress, the channel electrons are mainly

accelerated by the large electric field in the drain space-charge layer due to VD - VDsat

instead of by the small channel electric field. If the kinetic energy of the hot electrons is

greater than ~EG.Si (i.e. VD - VDsat > IEG_Si/ql, interband impact generation of electron-

hole pairs occurs. Most of the holes flow into the p-well, giving rise to a body (or well)

current in the p-well terminal (Ix). The observed Ix typically peaks at VDS=2VGS [33-

35, 54-55]. A peak well current will correspond to maximizing the combination of

interband impact generation rate of electron-hole pairs and the efficient collection of

holes by the p-well. This well.current can overload the substrate-bias generator during
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operation and cause a snap-back breakdown and CMOS latchup. Due to the 2-

dimensional electric field distribution in the drain space-charge layer, empirical models

with adjustable parameters have been used to model Ix by relating the peak electric field

(Em) at the drain to the drain voltage (VD) [33, 35]

Ix = A± • Ich • exp (—B/Em) (2.3)

where A and B are empirical fitting parameters. The peak well current was assumed to

have an exponential dependent on the maximum electric field at the drain edge. An

estimate of the maximum channel electric field was given by [35],

vD - vDsat
Em = (2.4)

^ — Ydep

where VDsat is the drain saturation voltage, L is the channel length, and ydep is channel

depletion point. Eqn.(2.4) assumes that the maximum longitudinal electric field in the

silicon surface layer between the source and drain occurs between the depletion point,

y=ydep, and the drain metallurgical junction, y=L. The distance from the channel

depletion point to the drain metallurgical junction has been empirically modeled by

Chan-Po-Hu [56],

L - ydep = 0,2.xox1/2.Xj1/3 (2.5)
where x0X is the gate oxide thickness and Xj is the drain junction depth.

At large VDS and VGS=VGT’ energetic impact-generated electrons and holes can be

injected sideway into the gate oxide [57-58]. Between the depletion point and the

source, the surface and oxide electric field attracts the channel electrons to the Si02/Si

interface. The surface and oxide electric field is directed in the opposite direction
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between the depletion point and the drain, attracting the impact-generated holes to the

Si02/Si interface and repelling the electrons away from the Si02/Si interface. A

fraction of the hot holes that gain sufficient energy to surmount the Si02/Si hole barrier

may be injected into the gate oxide, but poor hole injection efficiency is expected due to

the larger 4.25eV hole barrier height. Chapter 9 will elaborate more on this channel hot

hole injection process.

Two types of CHE stress configuration are employed here: conventional CHE and

current-accelerated or CACHE. Figure 2.7 illustrates the schematic setup for

conventional CHE stress. During conventional CHE stress, the source and body are

grounded. Two K230 voltage sources are separately connected to the gate and drain.

The drain current is usually greater than 2mA for wide and short MOST. Thus the

HP3478A multimeter has to be used, instead of the K486 picoammter, to measure the

drain current. A K486 connected in series with the gate measures the gate current

during stress.

For current-accelerated or CACHE stress, the source/body or substrate/body

junction is forward-biased to supply additional hot electrons to increase the hot-

electron-induced degradation rate of the MOST. Thus, the drain and gate setups are

identical to conventional CHE stress. Figure 2.8 depicts the schematic setup for

current-accelerated CHE stress using the forward-biased source/body junction. Two

K230 power supplies are connected to the drain and gate terminals and referenced to the

grounded source. A positive voltage, supplied by a HP6106 power supply, is connected

to the body of the n-channel MOST to forward-bias the p-body/n+source junction.
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Figure 2.9 shows the second current-accelerated which forward-biases the

n+substrate/p-body junction. In this case, a negative voltage is applied to the n+

substrate of the n-channel MOST and the p-body and n+source are grounded during

CACHE stress.
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Figure 2.8 SAM schematic setup for current-accelerated CHE stress using the
forward-biased source/body junction.
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K230

Figure 2.9 SAM schematic setup for current-accelerated CHE stress using the
forward-biased substrate/body junction.



CHAPTER 3
DIRECT-CURRENT CURRENT-VOLTAGE (DCIV)

CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUE

3.1 Introduction

In the MOST with a n/p junction isolation well (usually the pMOST of the present

production CMOS chips), the vertical or lateral BJT action is attained by forward¬

biasing either the n+/p well junction or the source/well or drain/well p/n junction. In the

MOST without the n/p junction isolation well (usually the nMOST of the present

production CMOS chips), only the lateral BJT action can be attained by forward-biasing

the drain/body or source/body p/n junction.

In this work, a simple and high sensitivity Direct-Current Current-Voltage (DCIV)

technique is employed to characterize the hot-carrier-induced degradation in silicon

metal-oxide-semiconductor transistors (MOSTs). In this chapter, the basic

measurement technique is discussed. This DCIV technique is based on the gate voltage-

controlled electron-hole recombination rate at the Si02/Si interface traps. This

technique was first employed by Sah in 1961 to study the surface recombination and

channel on silicon transistors [59-60]. Recently, this technique has been re-introduced

by Sah and Neugroschel to study the effect of the stress-created oxide (NOT) and

interface (NIT) traps on the reliability of advanced MOS and Bipolar junction transistors

(MOSTs and BJTs) [39-41,61-63, 96],

26
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3.2 Measurement Configurations

The DCIV technique is a gate-controlled BJT measurement and employs the lateral

or vertical BJT of the silicon MOST structure. This was once referred to as BiMOST

[41] which will be discarded and replaced by the above general description [63, 71],

Figure 3.1 shows a cross-sectional view of a nMOST illustrating the vertical and lateral

BJTs. Figure 3.1 illustrates three n/p junctions that can be forward-biased the emitter to

inject minority carriers into the p-base well: (1) the Drain/Base (Body) n+/p junction,

(2) the Source/Base (Body) n+/p junction, and (3) the Substrate/Base (body) n+/p

junction. In this work, the body and base are used interchangeably in the discussion

with the same subscript, B or b. Thus, there are three basic DCIV measurement

configurations: two top-emitter (1) Drain-EmittersDE, or (2) Source-Emitter=SE, and

(3) bottom-emittersBE (Substrate-Emitter is not used to avoid confusion with Source-

Emitter abbreviation). In the DE-DCIV configuration, the n+drain/p-body is the

forward-biased emitter junction and the n+source/p-body is the short-circuited

n+collector/p-base junction. Similarly, in the SE-DCIV configuration, the

n+source/p-body junction is the forward-biased emitter junction and the

n+drain/p-body is the short-circuited n+collector/p-base junction. In the BE-DCIV

configuration, the n+substrate/p-body is the forward-biased emitter junction and the

n+drain/p-body and/or n+source/p-body is/are the short-circuited n+collector/p-base

junction(s). This systematic classification, acronyned by Sah [63, 71], of the DCIV

measurement configurations is necessary to exemplify the physical location of the

CHC-induced degradation, as will be discussed later.
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Figure 3.1 Cross-sectional view of a n-channel MOST showing the lateral and vertical
parasitic n/p/n BJT.
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During DCIV measurement, the emitter-base junction is forward-biased and the

collector-base junction is short-circuited. The gate-base voltage is stepped from

accumulation to inversion. The base or body current IB is measured using a

picoammeter at each gate voltage step. Thus, a DCIV measurement is a plot of the base

or body terminal current versus the gate-base or gate-body voltage at a constant

forward-biased emitter-base voltage.

3.3 Components of IB

During hot-carrier stress, the interface traps (open triangles in Figure 3.2) along the

Si02/Si interface can be generated over the drain/body junction space-charge-region and

over the n-channel region from hot carriers breaking the strained or weak hydrogen

bonds (Si:H and SiO:H). Thus, during DE-DCIV measurement, the measured IB_DE

contains two emitters (not shown in Figure 3.2) and six base recombination components

[59-60, 63-65], The two emitter components are the electron-hole (e-h) recombinations

at the recombination centers in the drain’s bulk-quasi-neutral region (Ig-ei-buik) ar>d at

the interface between poly-silicon and crystalline-silicon contacts (IB.ei-contact)>

respectively. The base components are due to e-h recombinations centers or interface

traps located in the six regions. In Figure 3.2, these six base recombination components

are distinguished by one alphabetic and one numeric subscript: c^channel region,

sssurface space-charge region, b=bulk space-charge region; 1 and 2 from IB «=

exp(qVBE/nkBT) where n=l for Shockley’s exact p/n junction diode law and n=2 for the

simplified Sah-Noyce-Shockley (SNS) space-charge-layer recombination law [59, 65].

These six components are: (1) Ib_de-c-1 over n-channel-interface, (2) Ib_de-s-2 over
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p+Substrate

Figure 3.2 Cross-sectional view of n-channel MOST biased in the Drain-Emitter (DE)
DCIV configuration. Six base current recombination pathways are
depicted. White squares and hexagons in Si02 are oxide electron and hole
traps. White and black triangles are active (Si« and SiO») and inactive-
hydrogenated (Si:H and SiO:H) interface traps. Square-grid-shaded areas
are space-charge regions of p/n and p+/p junctions in Si. Black and white
circles are electron and holes in Si. White squares in Si are electron-hole
recombination-generation centers. Adapted from Sah [63],
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the surface space-charge region of the drain/body junction along the n-channel-

perimeter, (3) IB_DE-b2 *n the drain/body junction bulk space-charge region, (4) IB_DE.bl

in the drain/body junction bulk-quasi-neutral region, (5) IB_DE-b2’’ same as (1) but

outside of the n-channel-perimeter, and (6) Ib-de-cI’’ same as (2) but outside of the n-

channel-perimeter. Thus, the measured IB.DE is a sum of the 8 components described

above.

^B-DE — ^B-el-bulk ^B-el-contact

^B-DE-cl + IB-DE-s2 + +IB-DE-b2 + ^B-DE-bl +

ÍB-DE^’+ ^B-DE-cl’ (3-1)

Of all the base-current components described in (3.1), only IB_DE.cl an<^ ^b-de-s2 can he

modulated by the gate voltage [59] and are sensitive to oxide charge Q0x built-up and

interface traps NIT generation during hot-carrier stress. Thus the 6 gate-voltage

independent components can be subtracted. The above systematic classification of the

IB components during DE-DCIV measurement also applies for SE-DCIV.

Figure 3.3 shows the components of IB in the BE-DCIV or Bottom-Emitter/Drain-

Source-Collector DCIV measurement configuration for a nMOST fabricated with a n+/p

junction well (in most present production chips, only the pMOST has the p+/n isolation

well junction). During BE-DCIV measurement, the collector-base junction is either

grounded or weakly reverse-biased. Thus, the electron-hole recombination components

along the surface space-charge-region and in the bulk space-charge region of the

collectonfoase (drain/body and source/body) junctions are negligible due to low electron

and hole concentrations in these regions. In fact, thermal generation of electron-hole
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Figure 3.3 Cross-sectional view of n-channel MOST biased in the Bottom-Emitter
(BE) DCIV configuration. Three base current recombination pathways are
depicted. See Figure 3.2 caption for the description of symbols.
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pairs prevail in these regions but can be neglected because the large base recombination

current will overwhelm this small generation current even at small forward bias [96].

Thus, the measured IB in the BE configuration consists of only two emitter components

and three base recombination components. The two emitter components are the e-h

recombinations at the recombination centers in the n+-substrate’s bulk-quasi-neutral

region (iB-BE-el-bulk) ar,d at the interface between the n+ substrate and metal contacts

(^B-BE-ei-contact)’ respectively. The three base e-h recombination components are: (1)

IB-be-c-1 over the n-channel-interface which is same as Ib-de-c-1’ (2) lB-BE-b2 in the

n+substrate/body junction bulk space-charge region, (3) Ib-be-c-t same as (1) but

outside of the n-channel-perimeter. Thus, the measured IB.BE IS given by

Ib-BE = ^B-BE-el-bulk + ^B-BE-el-contact + ^B-BE-cl

+ ^-BE-bl’ + ^B-BE-cl’ (3-2)

In (3.2), only Ib-be-c1 is modulated by the gate voltage. Thus the BE-DCIV

measurement configuration gives greatly simplified data analysis and provides the

unique locationing of the N[T (n=l) in the channel region. This BE configuration had

been used by other researchers to study the surface recombination rate or velocity S0 at

the Si02/Si interface [66, 67] and the areal uniformity of positive oxide charge build-up

and interface trap generation using substrate hot-electron injection [61].

3.4 Theory of Surface Recombination Rate

The surface recombination current components discussed in section 3.3 can be

evaluated by extending the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination kinetic for a

single trap level [68] to determine the surface recombination rate Rss of electron and
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hole through the interface trap which has a discrete energy level Ej in the silicon energy

gap. The following presentation is based on the lectures given by Sah [69]. Consider

an infinitesimal interfacial layer of thickness 8x at the Si02/Si interface where the

electron-hole recombination occurs (Figure 3.4), the steady-state electron-hole

recombination rate Rss (cm-2s-1) at the interface traps, in the shaded area region, is

pss ~

cnscpsNSPS - enseps

cnsNS + ens + cpsPS + ep

cnscps^SPS enseps

CnsNS + ens + CpsPS + ep

Nit(x) 6x dx

N IT

(3.3)

(3.4)

where cns and cps are the electron and hole capture rate coefficients (cm3sec-1), ens and

eps are emission rate coefficients of the trapped electron and hole (sec-1), Ns and Ps are

the concentrations of electron and holes at the interface (cm-3), and NIT is the areal

density of interface trap (cm-2). At and near thermal equilibrium (i.e. neglect electric

field or hot carrier effect) ens can be related to cns by

ni exp(

Similarly for eps and cDS,ps’

'ps

n± exp(

Et Ej

kBT

E-j- — Et

) = n-i (3.5)

'ps kBT
) = Pi (3.6)

In Eqns.(3.5) and (3.6), n¡ is the intrinsic carrier concentration of silicon, Ej is the

intrinsic energy level, kB is the Boltzman constant and T is the ambient temperature.
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Figure 3.4 Cross-sectional view of a thin interfacial layer at the Si02/Si interface.
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Substituting Eqns.(3.5) and (3.6) into Eq.(3.4) and using n,p, = nj2, Rss can be

simplified as

(NSPS - rii2)
Rss - — — Nit (3.7)

cps (Ns + nx) + cns (Ps + px)

The surface recombination current IBS is then the areal integration of the surface

recombination rate Rss along the y- and z-direction.

lbs Rss dy dz (3.8)

Equations (3.4) and (3.7) show that there are three factors that will affect the

characteristics of the surface recombination currents. They are: (1) the spatial interface

trap density, NIT(y,z), (2) the spatial surface electron and hole carrier densities, Ns(y,z)

and Ps(y,z), and (3) the electron and hole capture and emission coefficients, cns, cps, ens

and eps, and the energy level of the interface trap in the silicon energy gap, Ej. During
hot carrier stress, an increase in the density of the stress-generated interface traps will

increase the magnitude of the surface recombination currents. This is the basis of the

DCIV which employs the surface recombination component to monitor hot-carrier-

induced degradation in MOSTs. The capture and emissions coefficients are assumed

not to be affected by the hot-carrier stress.

Several salient characteristic properties of the surface recombination rate Rss are

best understood by considering the IB.c! components, shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. In

the following, we will use the IB_cl component, measured using the Bottom-Emitter

DCIV configuration, as an example in our discussion. Consider the transition energy
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band diagram of a nMOST shown in Figure 3.5 biased in the bottom-emitter DCIV

configuration, the gate voltage modulates the amount of surface energy band bending

(\j/s) at the Si02/Si interface and the forward-biased bottom emitter injects minority

carriers (electron) into the p-base well. The rate of electron-hole recombination at the

interface traps, Rss, will depend on the surface electron and hole concentrations, Ns and

Ps. As indicated in Figure 3.5, they are given by

Ns

and

N.

ni

exp

exp

exp

exp
q(FN - Fp)

kBT kBT

fq(ys
- vF + FN - FP)

kBT

q(^s - VF + VBE )

kBT

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

-qfs
Ps = PE exp ( ) (3.12)

kBT

In Eqns. (3.9) and (3.11), NE and PE are the equilibrium electron and hole

concentrations. Low injection level is also assumed, i.e. N and P < Pe=Pe=

niexp(q\|/F/kBT).

Figure 3.6 illustrates the relation between the surface recombination rate and

surface potential at the Si02/Si interface by plotting Rss versus \|/s for four different

forward-bias voltages. The shape of the Rss curves is the same but the magnitude of

Rss depends exponentially on the excess surface carrier (electron) density. The surface
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Figure 3.5 Cross-sectional view of the transition energy band diagram.
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¥s/(1V)

Figure 3.6 Relation of Rss and \jrs with VBE as parameters. Assumed mid-energy-
level interface trap in Si energy gap and cns=cps. NAA= 1016 cm-3. T=300
K.
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potential at which the recombination rate peaks is negatively displaced as the surface

minority carrier (electrons) density increases due to the injection of minority carriers

from the forward-biased emitter. The surface potential V|/S.max corresponds to peak

surface recombination rate is [59]

V^s-max = vf - vbe^2 “ (kgT/2q) . log (cps/cns) (3.12)
At this surface potential, the surface is intrinsic, i.e., the electron and hole

concentrations are the same and equal to

^BE
Ns = Ps = ni exp( ) (3.13)

2kBT

Assuming Ep - E¡ = 0, c0 = cns = cps and Ps = Ns > n¡,

CO^ITni ^^BE
Rss = ( ) exp ( ) (3.14)

2 2kBT

This simplification implies that under maximum recombination condition, IB-be-c1 ^

exp(qVBE/2kBT). Next, consider the case for Ps > Ns > n¡,

P-ss = co ^it Ns (3.15)
ql/rs-VF+VBE

= CoN-pgripexpl ) (3.16)
kBT

Here, IB.BE_cl ~ exp(qVBE/lkBT).

3.5 Relationship between \|/s and VGB Under Non-Equilibrium Condition

So far, we have only considered the relationship of Rss as a function of V|/s. It is

necessary to be able to relate the applied gate voltage (VGB) during DCIV measurement

to the surface band-bending potential V|is. This can be obtained by modifying the

boundary conditions when solving the Poisson Equation, Eqn. (3.17), for Vj/S.
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£si(dE/dx) = -£si (d2V/dx2)
= q ( P-N-Pb + Nb) (3.17)

where £Si is the silicon dielectric constant, E is the electric field strength into the bulk

Si, P is the hole carrier concentration, N is the electron carrier concentration, PB is the

bulk hole concentration, and NB is the bulk electron concentration. The boundary

conditions at the Si02/Si interface and in the silicon bulk are given as:

V(x=0) = Vs (3.18)

V(X=o°) = 0 (3.19)

E(x=0) = Es (3.20)

E (x=°o) = 0 (3.21)

P(x=0) = ps (3.22)
-q^s

= PBexp( ) (3.23)
kBT

P (X=co) = PB (3.24)
qvF

= Hiexp( ) (3.25)
kBT

N(x=0) = Ns (3.26)
q^s

= NBexp( ) (3.27)
kBT

N (X—°°) = Nb (3.28)
-qvF qvBE

= r^exp ( exp ( ) (3.29)
kBT kBT

Using the above boundary conditions and solving Eq.(3.17) by quadrature,

d2V/dx2 = (dV/dx)(d/dV)(dV/dx)

= (1/2)(d/dV)(dV/dx)2

= (1/2) (dE2/dV)2 (3.30)
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The surface electric field Es can be obtained as

E(x=0) = E(vs) (3.31)

where Us, UF and UBE are the normalized potential with respect to kBT/q (Us =

q\(/s/kBT, UF = qVp/kBT, and UBE = qVBE/kBT).

The relationship between the applied gate voltage VGB and the surface band¬

bending potential \j/s is obtained by using the MOSC voltage equation.

(3.32)VGB VFB Vs _ ^OX - £SiEs/<-OX

where VFB is the flatband voltage, Vox is the oxide voltage, and Cox is the oxide

capacitance per unit area. Thus, for a given VGB, Eq.(3.32) can be solved iteratively for

\|/s. Three exact asymptotic solutions for Eq.(3.32) can be derived by weighting the

relative magnitude of the carrier concentrations at the Si02/Si interface under surface

accumulation, depletion, and inversion conditions [70].

Under surface accumulation condition where Us <0,

(VGB Vfb V's)
Vs = -(kBT/q)loge + A‘A (3.33)

(4kBT/q)VAA

Under surface depletion condition where 0< Us < 2UF - UBE,

(^gb ^fb (kBT/q)AD
Vs ~ ^GB VpB+2VAA 1 1 + (3.34)

Under surface inversion condition where Us > 2UF - UBE,
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Vs = 2Vf-Vbe+
kBT

log.
(^GB ^FB Vs) 2

(4kBT/q)VAAAI
(3.35)

In Eqns. (3.33)-(3.35), the iterative correction terms (Aa, Ad and Aj) are

Aa = 1-US-[exp (Us)-1-US] • exp (-2Uf+Ube) (3.36)

Ad = 1-exp (-Us) - [exp (us)-1-US] »exp (-2Uf+Ube) (3.37)

Aj = 1- (1+US) exp (-Us) + [exp (-2US) -1+US] (3.38)

Using Eqns.(3.31)-(3.33), the relationship between \|/s and VGB is computed for

x0X=15nm, NAA=1016cm-3, VFB=0V, and T=300K. The result is shown in Figure 3.8

with VBE as parameter. In the accumulation and depletion ranges, the results computed

for non-zero VBE’s are similar to the case with VBE=0 V. This indicates that, under

low-to-moderate forward-biases, the excess surface electron concentration due to

electron injection from the forward-biased emitter junction is not appreciable to affect

the field and potential distribution in the surface space-charge-layer. However, in the

strong inversion range, excess surface electron concentration reduces the amount of

surface band bending by VBE.

Vs, inv “ 2Vf Vbe (3.39)
The results shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are combined and replotted in Figure 3.8

which illustrates the gate-voltage dependence of surface recombination rate, Rss, for

four forward-bias conditions (VBE=0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5V). This theoretical calculations

indicates that base current, measured during DCIV, will exhibit a maximum when its

surface recombination components dominate. For a single energy-level interface trap,
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VGB/(1V)

Figure 3.7 Relation between surface band-bending potential (ys) and applied gate
voltage (VGB) under equilibrium (VBE= 0 V) and non-equilibrium (VBE=
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 V) conditions. Parameters used: xox= 15 nm, NAA=
1016 cm"3, Vra= 0 V, and T= 300 K.
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VGB/(1V)

Figure 3.8 Relation between surface recombination rate (Rss) and applied gate voltage
(VGB) under equilibrium (VBE= 0 V) and non-equilibrium (VBE= 0.2, 0.3,
0.4 and 0.5 V) conditions. Parameters used: xox=15 nm, NAA=1016cm-3,
VFB=0 V, Nn-1010 cm'2 and T=300K.
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the IB peak occurs when the surface electron and hole densities are comparable to each

other.

3.5 Summary

A d.c. current-voltage (DCIV) technique is introduced in this chapter to investigate

hot-carrier-induced degradation in MOS transistors. This technique uses the base

current IB in a gate-controlled parasitic BJT of a MOST to monitor the stress-generated

oxide and interface traps. It has several unique features: (1) it is a pure d.c.

measurement which greatly simplifies instrumentation setup; (2) it is directly applicable

to submicron area devices in conventional production CMOS-based transistor structure

and can monitor the transistor’s degradation kinetics under hot-carrier stress; (3) the

magnitude of IB is directly proportional to the interface trap density NIT or QIX/q and

thus not affected by inhomgenity of NIT; (4) the surface recombination rate Rss and

minority injection level can be independently controlled by the applied gate voltage and

forward bias voltages, respectively; and (5) it has high sensitivity which gives a

minimum measurable NIT of < 109 traps/cm2 (Figure 3.8).

The DCIV technique has been recently packaged into a turn-key diskette

(SAMDCIV [71]) for the HP4156 (D.C. Parameter Analyzer), a typical characterization

equipment used among semiconductor companies. This diskette, together with a user-

guide and tutorial documentation, has been distributed to members of the

Semiconductor Research Corporation as part of a technology transfer effort.
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Figure 3.9 Sensitivity test of the top-emitter IB measurement of interface traps of an
unstressed BiMOS with nMOST and npn BJT at VEB= -0.3 V and 297 K.
XqX= 15 nm. W/L= 100 |im/1.6 (im.



CHAPTER 4

SEPARATION OF INTERFACE AND OXIDE TRAPS USING
THE DCIV METHOD

4.1 Introduction

Electrically active oxide (QOT) and interface traps (QIT) are known to affect the

electrical characteristics of metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitor (MOSC) and metal-

oxide-semiconductor transistors (MOST). Areally uniform and charged oxide traps in

MOSC and MOST will cause the Cg-VG and Iqs'^ds characteristics to shift in parallel

along the gate-voltage axis since the density of the oxide trap has no functional

dependence on the gate voltage, or the surface band bending condition. However, the

situation is more complex for interface traps because the density of charged interface

traps depends on the electron and hole concentrations at the Si02/Si interface which are

controlled by the applied gate voltage. Hence, interface traps will distort the Cg-VG and

ID-VG characteristics.

The traditional measurement techniques high-frequency Cg-VG (input capacitance)

and d.c. ID-VG (transfer characteristics) have been routinely used to study the generation

and charging of oxide and interface traps during hot carrier stress. For the two-terminal

high frequency Cg-VG method, the stress-created oxide trap density is monitored by the

change in flat-band voltage while the interface trap density is calculated from

experimental data using the Terman method. This method requires a large area MOSC

48
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test structure for accurate measurement of the small-signal capacitance and thus is not

suitable for test structure with very small transistors. For the d.c. ID-VG method, the

extracted threshold voltage shift can be used to monitor the density of the oxide traps,

provided that the oxide trap density is areally uniform and the interface trap density is

sufficiently low. The interface trap density can be qualitatively obtained from the

subthreshold slope change. However, if both oxide and interface traps are generated

during the hot carrier stress experiment, then it is not easy to separate the relative

contribution of QOT and QIT from a single ID-VG measurement because the total gate

voltage shift is due to the build-up of both QOT and QIT.

AVg = AVg_ot + AVg_iT (4.1)

(AQrprp + AQit)

where AVG.OT is a component of the total gate voltage shift, AVG, caused by the

charged oxide trap. By the same argument, the interface trap contributes a AVG.IT

component. In addition, ID also depends on mobility which is changed by QIT and QOT.

In this chapter, we will show that the DCIV method can be used to separate the

AQot and AQIT [41]. This novel method contains two features: (1) the increase in the

magnitude of base current is used to monitor the stress-generated QIT, (2) the lateral

voltage shift of the collector current versus gate voltage is used to detect the QOT.

4.2 Experiment

To demonstrate the separation of QIT and Q0T using the DCIV method, a nMOST,

fabricated with a junction-isolated p-well, is subjected to Substrate Hot Electron
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injection (SHEi) to uniformly generate QIT and Qqt- The transistor has a drawn

channel length of 1.6|im and a width of 100|im. The gate oxide, thermally grown at

850°C in a dry oxidation ambient, is 150A thick. A cross-sectional view of the nMOST

is shown in Figure 4.1. The stress-generated QIT and QOT are monitored by the top- and

bottom-emitter DCIV, and the conventional ID-VG measurements. The top- and

bottom-emitter measurement configurations are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows the energy band bending of the gate oxide and the Si substrate in

the nMOST during SHE injection. A positive voltage (VG=7.5V) is applied between

the gate and the source and drain junctions which are connected together to invert the

channel underneath the gate oxide. This inverted n-channel, together with the n+ source

and drain junctions, serves as the collector for the vertical n+/p/n-channel bipolar

transistor. The p-well is the base and the n-/n+ epitaxial substrate serves as the electron

emitter. The emitter/base junction is forward-biased to inject electrons into the p-well

base. These injected electrons diffuse upwards through the p-well and are accelerated

towards the Si/Si02 interface by the electric field in the surface space-charge layer of

the reverse-biased collector/base n-channel/p-well junction. The reverse bias, VCB,

provides the accelerating field for these electrons. When the channel is strongly

inverted, VCB will be the potential difference between the hole quasi-Fermi potential ,

Vp=FP/q, in the p-well and the electron quasi-Fermi potential, VN=FN/(-q), at the

Si/Si02 interface. The accelerating electrons may acquire sufficient energy in the Si

space-charge layer to surmount the Si/Si02 barrier (3.12eV). Hence, the minimum VCB

that must be applied to accelerate the injected electrons into the gate oxide is about
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Figure 4.1 Cross-sectional view of the BiMOS BJT-MOST transistor structure used.
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Figure 4.2 Cross-sectional views of the top-emitter and bottom-emitter DCIV
measurement configurations. The bias used in the experiment are also
depicted in the figure.
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Electrons

Figure 4.3 Transition energy band diagram of BiMOS substrate hot electron injection.
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3.12V. In the SHEi experiment, a reverse bias of 4.0V is chosen for VCB. Some of the

electrons that are injected into the Si02 can be captured by the neutral oxygen vacancy

centers [72], giving

VG + e“ -> V0- (4.3)

and results in a net built-up of negative Q0T. Because of the high kinetic energy (~4eV

from Vsb=Vdb=4.0V) of the accelerating electrons in the surface space-charge-layer,

they can also break the weak or strained interfacial bonds (Si-Si, Si-O, Si-H, SiO-H) via

direct impact to create new interface traps [15] since the bond energy of of these

interfacial bond is of the order of 3eV.

During SHEi, the gate oxide current is kept constant, within ±5% of the initial

preset gate current, by digital feedback control of the emitter/base forward bias. The

oxide electric field, Eox, is given by (VG - Vs)/xox. The gate electron fluence, FG or

Ninj, is calculated as follows,

Ninj = J* (JG/q) dt (4.4)
= (JG/q)*tstress (4.5)

where JG is the constant gate current density, q is the electronic charge (l.óxlO'19 C),

and tstress is the total stress time in seconds.

One key feature of using the SHEi technique is that the three basic stress

parameters, the electron kinetic energies in the Si02 and at the Si02/Si interface, and the

injection current can be independently controlled [20, 22, 43], The electron kinetic

energy in the Si02 is controlled by the voltage applied between the gate terminal and the

n+source/n+drain terminals provided the gate voltage is sufficient to invert the silicon
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surface layer underneath the gate oxide. The electron kinetic energy in the silicon

surface space-charge layer is determined by the reverse bias applied between the

n+source/n+drain and the p-well. The magnitude of the gate current can be adjusted by

the emitter-base forward bias voltage which determines the emitter current, and by the

collector-base reverse bias which controls the kinetic energy distribution of the electrons

at the Si/Si02 interface.

4.3 Results and Discussions

Figures 4.4 shows the IB-VGB and IG-VGB curves, measured in both the top-Emitter

and bottom-emitter configurations, and the Io-VDS curves measured before and after the

SHE stress. In Figure 4.4(a), the increase in the magnitude of the post-stressed IB peak

is attributed to an increase in the density of the stress-generated interface trap. The

VGB-it component in Eqn.(4.I) can then be determined using this stress-induced IB, AIB

= IB(post-stress) - IB(pre-stress), using the following relations [74].

aib = (qA^AS^) exp (qVBE/2kBT) (4.6)

AS0 = ( 7T/2 ) <To0th • ANit (4.7)

AQit = —CqAVgb-it (4.8)

= qANIT (4.9)

qADIT« AEit (4.10)

AS0 is the increase in surface recombination velocity due to the stress-generated

interface traps. AG is the gate area of the nMOST. n¡ is the intrinsic carrier

concentration. 0th is carrier thermal velocity. In eqns. (4.5) and (4.6), it is assumed that

the density-of-state (D!T) and the carrier capture cross sections (an = ap = o0) of the
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Figure 4.4 Effect of areal-uniform SHEi stress on the n/p/n BJT and nMOST
characteristics as a function of VGB. All stressed at 5xl018 electron cm-2
fluence except bottom-E IB in (a). Measured at VEB= -0.3 V, VCB= 0 V
and 297K. (a) Base current and (b) collector current in the top-emitter and
bottom-emitter configurations, (c) Subthreshold Id-Vgb of the nMOST.
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interface traps in the Si energy gap are independent of energy. In Figure 4.4(a), the

Ig.peak for the top-Emitter curve stressed at an electron fluence of 5xlOl8cm'2 occurs at a

surface band-bending of Vs = VF - 0.24V and gives AS0 = 1600cm/s. The IB.peak for

the bottom-Emitter curve stressed at an electron fluence of lxl017cm'2 occurring at \\is

= VF - 0.26V gives AS0 = 40cm/sec. In the above example, \j/s f°r the top-E and

bottom-E curves are determined using the relations presented in chapter 3.

In Figure 4.4(b), the pre-stressed IG-VGB curve is observed to be nearly flat in the

accumulation range and sharply increases when VGB > VFB = -0.55V but subsequently

saturates to a flat plateau when VGB > VTH = +0.05V. These features can be adequately

accounted for by considering the relative geometrical increase in the emitter or collector

area contributed from the electron channel. In the accumulation range, Ic is only

proportional to the area of the n+drain/p-base well junction and thus does not depend on

Vgb. When VGB > VFB, an electron surface channel begins to form and increases the

effective collector area that collects the injected electron from the bottom-emitter,

resulting in an increase of Ic. When VGB - VTH> the p-Si surface is inverted by the

gate-induced electron channel. Thus, Ic will be proportional to the sum of the area of

the n+drain/p-base well junction and this inverted electron channel. The three

characteristic Si surface potentials or Si energy band bending (FB = flatband at \j/s=0V,

INV = inversion at equal electron-hole surface concentration Ns = Ps or \j/s = VF -

Vbe/2, and TH = threshold or strong inversion at Ns = PBase or \\is = 2VF - VBE) are

indicated on the pre-stress IG-VGB curve- As seen from Figure 4.4(a), the SHEi has

generated substantial interface traps indicated by the large increase in IB. But, the post-
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stress Ic-VGB curve only exhibits a lateral and almost parallel shift from the pre-stress

curve with nearly identical height for both the top-Emitter and bottom-Emitter

measurement configurations. This lateral positive gate voltage shift AVGB is attributed

to the charging of the neutral oxygen vacancy centers as shown in eqn.(4.3). Thus the

VGB-ot components in Eqn.(4.1) can be determined from

aqxt/ q (4.11)

(C0 / q) • AVqB_0T (4.12)

(C0/q)•[-0.2 - (-0.55)] (4.13)

4.3xl01;Lcm'2 (4.14)

The effect of hot-electron-induced degradation on the nMOST’s characteristics

can also be observed from the conventional Id-Vgb measurement shown in Figure

4.4(c). After injecting the gate oxide with an electron fluence of 5xl018cm‘2, the post-

stressed ID current decreases with increasing VGB and there is clearly a distortion in the

subthreshold regime. The subthreshold slope change AS can be employed to estimate

the density of interface traps using the following well-known equation [73].

Dit = (C0/q) (q/2.303kBT) AS (4.15)

= 1012cm_2eV-1 (4.16)

However, the ID degradation is clearly due to the stress-generated AQIT and AQ0T

whose presence is unambigously confirmed by the IB-VGB and IC-VGB measurement.

This is depicted in Figure 4.4(c) where the amount of total gate voltage shift AVGB

extracted at a constant drain current is shown to consists of two components - AVGB_0T

and AVgb_it. The separation of the total gate voltage shift AVGB into these two
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components cannot be accomplished from one single IG-VGB measurement alone unless

additional properties of the interface traps are known or assumed. However, this can be

easily separated using the DCIV technique. On the IB-VGB plot shown in Figure 4.4(a),

the post-stressed IB peak increases by about 700 times which translate to about 1012

cm'2 Nit after 5xl018 electron/cm'2 SHE stress. On the Ic^GB shown in the Figure

4.4(b), the post-stressed Ic curve shifted by about 0.35V which translates to a negatively

charged Q0T density of 4.3x1011 cm'2.

Additional examples are given in Figure 4.5(a)-(c) for the bottom-Emitter

configuration which use Ic to monitor negative, positive, and turn-around AQ0T induced

by stress. Figure 4.5(a) is identical to Figure 4.4(b) showing positive AVGB caused by

the negative oxide trap -QOT. Figure 4.5(b) shows negative AVGB (curve 2) from

positive oxide trap +Q0T. The generation of positive oxide trap +Q0t anticipated

from the electron-impact emission of electrons trapped by the neutral oxygen vacancy

[72] for a SHEi condition with VGB= 12V and VDB=VSB= 10V.

V0° + e* -> V0+ + 2e~ (4.17)

Figure 4.5(c) illustrates the QOT turn-around effect as coined by Young [75]. A short

CHEi stress (~lsec) at VGB=VDB= 15V with the source floating injects electron into the

oxide along the entire length of the strongly inverted n-channel because VGB » VTH.

The electrons are captured by the existing oxide trap resulting in -QOT (Curve 1). After

an additional 500 sec stress, there is a built-up of positive oxide traps from the impact-

emission pathway described by eqn.(4.17) which compensates the -Q0t and shifts the

curve to the right (Curve 2).
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Vgb / (1V)

Figure 4.5 Effect of stress on the collector current measured at VEB (bottom-emitter)=
-0.3 V, VCB= 0 V, and 297K. (a) 5xl018 cm-2 SHEi stress at VGB = 7.5 V,
VCB = 4.0V and IG = InA. (b) 1.4xl016 cm-2 SHEi stress at VGB = 12 V,
VCB = 10 V, and IG = InA. (c) CHEi stress at VGB=VDB= 16 V and
floating VSB and ID = 1 (lA for 1 sec (curve 1) and 500 s (curve 2).



CHAPTER 5
PROFILING OF INTERFACE TRAPS

BY THE DCIV METHOD

5.1 Introduction

Due to the localized nature of channel-hot-carrier induced degradation, multi¬

dimensional transistor simulators such as PISCES or MINIMOS are usually employed

to analyze the effects of channel-hot-carrier induced degradation on the electrical

performance of the transistors [50, 76-83]. However, lack of reliable experimental data

has often required using assumed spatial distribution of interface and oxide in transistor

simulations. Hence, there is a need for a reliable characterization technique to profile

the spatial distribution of stress-generated interface and oxide traps where the

experimentally-determined interface and oxide trap profile can be fed into the

simulators to analyze the electrical characteristics of a degraded transistor.

Two experimental techniques were recently proposed to characterize the spatial

distribution of stress-generated interface traps (QIT) near the drain junction of a n-

MOST [84-88]. Speckbacher et al [84] used the d.c. surface generation current

technique to profile the spatial distribution of QIT. In this technique, the weak reverse

biased drain junction current was measured in a gated diode configuration and the gate

bias is varied from accumulation to inversion to vary the surface space-charge layer near

the drain junction. Due to the small reverse bias applied on the drain, the profiling

61
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capability of this technique is confined to region very close to the drain junction.

Furthermore, the sensitivity was limited by very low stress-generated currents (~ 5fA)

superimposed on large unstressed leakage current. Ancona et al [85], Heremans et al

[86], and Ma et al [87-88] employed the charge-pumping current technique [89-92]

which is a variation of the well-known pulse field-effect method [93-95]. The spatial

distribution of QIT is obtained by correlating the drain voltage pulse during the charge

filling (accumulation) cycle with the width of the surface space-charge layer. However,

as the charge-pumping technique is based on a dynamic electron-hole capture and

emission events at the interface traps, interpretation of charge-pumping results critically

depends on the shape, rise and fall times, amplitude, base reference level, and frequency

of the gate pulse and the drain/source biasing condition to control the electron-hole

emission and capture rates [86]. Ancona et al [85] and Ma et al [88] also cautioned the

use of proper pulse alignment between the gate and drain (180° out-of-phase) to avoid

erroneous interpretation of the QIT spatial distribution. In this chapter, we will show

that the DCIV method can be extended to profile spatial distribution of stress-generated

Qrr t96]-

5.2 Theory

The DCIV Profiling Technique employs the IB_1C components to determine the

lateral distribution of the interface traps. The magnitude of IB.,C is the areal integration

of the surface recombination rate Rss multiplied by the electronic charge q. Assuming a

constant channel width W, IB.,C can be expressed as
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^B-IC q W
L—ys

Rss dY-
yD

(5.1)

In Figure 5.1, the drain-body metallurgical n+/p junction is referenced as the origin of

the y-direction. Thus, yD is the drain surface-charge layer thickness, ys is the source

surface space-charge layer thickness, and L is the channel length.

In Eqn.(5.1), the surface recombination rate Rss can be independently controlled

by VGB and VBE. VGB controls the surface band-bending condition and can be related

to surface band-bending potential \|/s using Eqn.(3.32). VBE determines the separation

between the quasi-Fermi potentials for electron FN and hole Fp and is related by VBE =

(Fn - Fp)/q. As shown in Eqns.(3.9) and (3.12), the surface band-bending and quasi-

Fermi level splitting control the surface electron and hole concentrations. Expressing

Rss = NIT(y)»R s.eff where NIT is the areal density of the interface traps and Rs.eff is the

effective recombination rate, IB_1C can be further expressed as

rL—ys
IB-ic = q w NIT(y) Rs_eff dy. (5.2)

yD

It is reasonable to assume that the surface band bending (\|/s) and the quasi-Fermi

potentials (FN and Fp) are position-independent for small channel current and long

minority carrier diffusion length (LDiff > L). Then Rs.eff can be treated as a constant and

independent of position and Eqn.(5.2) becomes

IB-1C q W RS-eff

L-ys
Nit (y) dy.

yD
(5.3)
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Collector Emitter

Figure 5.1 (a) Cross-sectional view of the nMOST transistor used in the SE-DCIV
profiling configuration, (b) Base recombination current versus drain bias,
Ix ' VDX or Ib ‘ VCB, for five interface trap distributions. Curve-#(Drain,
Channel, Source) are: Curve-0 (0,0,0), Curve-1 (nonuniform, 0, 0), Curve-2
(0, constant, 0), Curve-3 (0, nonuniform, 0), and Curve-4 (nonuniform,
nonuniform, 0).
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From Eqn.(5.3), the decrease in IB.1C for an incremental increase in yD can be expressed

as

A^b-ic (Yd)

Ay
= -q W Rs_eff Nit (yd) . (5.4)

In the limit of infinitesimal Ay, Eqn.(5.4) becomes

d-*-B-lc (Yd)

dy
= -q W Rs_eff NIT(yd) . (5.5)

Then, NIT(yD) can be related to the IB_1C and VDX by the following relationship.

áIB-iC(Yd) ^iB-ic (y) aY
(5.6)

dVDX dy dVDX

Substituting Eqn.(5.6) into Eqn.(5.5) and rearranging.

Njt (Yd) - S W RS-eff
dyE

dVr

-1 aiB—1C

dVr
(5.7)

'DX u v DX

Eqn.(5.7) is the DCIV interface trap profiling equation. It shows that the interface trap

concentration is proportional to the slope of the experimental IB.lc-VDX data. To obtain

the spatial distribution of interface trap along the channel, a reverse-bias voltage is

applied to the drain junction to increase the drain/body surface space-charge layer. On

the other hand, to probe the traps located within the drain surface space-charge layer, the

drain/body junction can be slightly forward-biased. The extent of narrowing the

drain/body surface space-charge layer will depend on the relative magnitude of VDX and

VBE. Evidently, an alternate approach is to forward-bias the drain junction and its base-

input conductance versus the forward-bias voltage which could also give an indication
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of the spatial distribution of the interface trap in the region near the drain’s metallurgical

p/n transition boundary.

To obtain a qualitative value for NIT, a model for Rss needs to be assumed.

Analytical models for Rss can be a single energy-level QIT [59, 97] or a distributed DIT

that is uniformly distributed in energy near the middle of the silicon energy gap [66,

73]. The conversion of VDX to y-position to give the y-dependence of N1T can be

obtained using a MOST device simulator with known doping profile and device’s

structure. However, an analytical abrupt n+/p junction approximation [98], given

below, can be used as a first order estimation to relate the drain surface space-charge

layer thickness to the drain voltage.

= t • (VDX_bi+VDS—l/rs) ]1/2 (5.8)

where eSi is the silicon dielectric constant, VDX_bi = (kBT/q)loge(NDD+NAA/n¡2) is the

built-in potential of the drain n+/p junction at the interface. The silicon surface energy

band bending in the x-direction at the drain, \}/s, depends on the applied gate voltage and

can be determined from the one-dimensional electrostatic formula of a MOS capacitor.

Ndd+ is the donor concentration in the heavily-doped drain and NAA is the acceptor

concentration in the p-base. Note that in the case of MOST with a lightly-doped-drain

structure, the yo(^Dx) estimated using Eqn.(5.8) will be larger than the actual value as

the voltage drop across the lowly-doped drain region is not considered by this simple

approximation.

Based on Eqn.(5.7), qualitative interpretations on the spatial distribution of the

interface traps can be deduced. For example, if there is a non-uniform distribution of
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interface traps along the channel and near to the drain region of a nMOST, the

magnitude of IB.1C decreases when the electronic boundary of the surface drain/body

space-charge-layer extends towards the center of the channel by a positive VDX. The

decrease in IB_ 1C is caused by the decreased number of interface traps available for

recombination in the portion of channel modulated by VDX. Figure 5.1(b) shows the

five variations of the IB current with VDX for five possible NIT spatial distributions.

Curve (0) is the IB characteristic for a fresh unstressed nMOST. For low and uniform

Nit distribution, IB decreases with a small constant slope when VDX increases. Curve

(1) shows a non-uniform NIT distribution within the drain/body surface space-charge-

layer, i.e. 0 < y < yD, and uniform NIT distribution along the channel. Curve (2) exhibit

a constant AIB/gVDX slope and hence indicates a uniform N1T distribution along the

channel. For VDX < 0, the constant IB also suggests uniform NIT distribution in 0 < y <

yD. Curve (3) shows that IB decreases with a varying slope for VDX > 0 V and thus

indicates non-uniform NIT distribution. A uniform NIT distribution is implied in 0 < y <

yD by using the same interpretations given above. Curve (4) illustrates the case for a

non-uniform NIT distribution along the channel and also within the drain surface space-

charge-layer.

5.3 Experiment and Results

Industrial n-channel MOST is used in the demonstration of this DCIV Profiling

technique. The n-MOST is fabricated in a p-well with n-epilayer/p-substrate and has

drawn channel length L=1.6|im, drawn channel width W=100.0fim, gate oxide

thickness xOx=160A, and p-well doping concentration NAA=1.4xl016cm~3. The SE-
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DCIV configuration is used to inject minority carriers (electrons) into the p-body from

the forward-biased source junction. In this illustration, we generate non-uniform NIT by

stressing the nMOST under CHE stress condition (VDS=8.0 V, VGS=4.0 V, and

Vsx=0.0 V) for 120 minutes.

Figure 5.2 shows the post- and pre-stressed DE- and SE-DCIV characteristics.

Both DE- and SE-DCIV are measured at VBE=0.4V and VCB=0.0V. For the case of SE-

DCIV measurement, the post-stressed IB increase for - IV < VGB < 0V is attributed to

stress-generated interface traps along the channel which results in more electron-hole

recombination through these additional interface traps in the channel. New bulk defects

are not created by the CHE stress; otherwise, the measured post-stressed IB will show a

relative constant increase over the un-stressed IB-VGB data because the bulk diffusion-

recombination IB components (IB.b2 and IB_bl in Figure 3.2) are independent of surface

modulation by the applied VGB. There is also negligible shift of the post-stressed IB

peak, in comparison with the unstressed IB peak at VGB=-0.35V, along the voltage-axis.

This suggests that there is negligible built-up of oxide charge during the 120-minutes

CHE stress. Since the channel hot electrons experience the largest accelerating electric

field near the drain/body metallurgical junction, we anticipate that there should also be a

spatial distribution of stress-generated interface within the surface drain space-charge-

layer. Thus the drain surface-charge-layer recombination current IB_2S, as discussed in

chapter 3, should dominate when the drain is used as an emitter in the DCIV

measurement. Indeed, this was observed as indicated by post-stressed DE-IB-VGB in

Figure 5.2.
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VGB/(1V)

Figure 5.2 Effect of channel hot electron stress on the Drain-Emitter and Source-
Emitter DCIV characteristics. All measured at VBE= 0.4 V, VCB= 0.0 V
and 297K. CHE stress conditions are VDS= 8.0 V and VGS= 4.0 V for 120
minutes. The solid line refer to the post-stressed measurements while the
dotted line is for the unstressed measurement. The unstressed IB-VGB
measurement is similar for both drain and source junctions and hence only
one curve is shown.
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Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) shows the AIB-VBE curves at three different gate biases

(Vgb=-0.5V, -1.0V, and -2.0V) for SE- and DE-Ib-Vbe measurement configuration,

respectively. In Figure 5.3(a), the increase in AIB for VGB=-0.5V is primarily

contributed by the surface recombination along the channel, i.e., IB. 1C component. The

surface band-bending potential ys at VGB=-0.5V is computed to be equal to 0.08V,

which is close to the flat-band condition (VGB=-0.65V) obtained by a high-frequency

Cg-VG measurement on a 450|imx450fim capacitor. At low VBE bias, it is observed the

ideality factor n is about 1.0. This suggests that the hole surface concentration Ps is

greater than the surface electron concentration Ns which results in the surface

recombination rate to be dependent on VBE. Thus AIB °c IB 1C oc exp(qVBE/kBT). At

high VBE bias, it is observed that there is a change of the ideality factor from n=l to

n=2. This is consistent with Rss exp(qVBE/2kBT) for Ps = Ns, as discussed in

Chapter 3.2. The transition from n=l to n=2 occurs at about 0.55V and agrees

reasonably well with the theoretical value predicted using a simple single energy-level

interface trap model.

VBE = 2 [VF — yrs (VGB=—0.5V) ] (5.9)
= 2 [ (kBT / q) loge (N^/) - 0.08V]
= 2[0.36V - 0.08V]

= 0.56V

In Figure 5.3(b), the increase in AIB for three gate bias values is attributed to the surface

recombination within the drain/body surface space-charge-layer. This is supported by
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Figure 5.3 Effect of VGB on the AIB-VBE characteristic for (a) Source-Emitter BJT and
(b) for Drain-Emitter BJT. All measured at VCB= 0 V and 297K.
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the experimentally observed n=1.7 ideality factor obtained by fitting AIB_DE-VBE to a

single exponential function [AIB=AIBOexp(qVBE/nkBT)].

Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) show the post- and pre-stressed Source-Emitter IB-VCB

experimental results, AIB-VCB and -[9(AIB)/dVCB], respectively. In Figure 5.4(a), the

unstressed IB is essentially flat for -0.2V < VCB < 2.5V which suggests low and

uniform interface trap density. This is intuitively expected for an unstressed MOST

fabricated by the state-of-the-art MOS technology. The sharp rise in IB for VCB <

-0.4V is due to the additional base current contribution by the slightly forward-biased

drain-body junction. This excess base current has an exponential dependence on the

magnitude of VCB which will overwhelms the background base current. The slope of the

post-stressed IB data is observed to change at different value of VCB. This suggests a

non-uniform distribution of stress-generated NIT. The downward trend of both the post-

and pre-stressed base current in Figure 5.4(a) when VCB > 3.0V indicates hole current

from interband impact generation by the injected electrons which are accelerated by the

high electric field in the revere-biased (~3V) drain junction space charge-layer. Thus,

this limits the range of VCB that can be applied to extend the drain/body space-charge-

layer out into the channel without causing any additional stress on the device during

profiling measurement. To extract the stress-generated N1T from the measured post- and

pre-stressed IB-VCB, we perform the following analysis on the data. The difference

result is shown in Figure 5.4(b).

AIb s [ IB (VBE=0.4V, tstr=12Omins)—IB (VBE=0.4V, tstr=0) ] -

[IB (VBE=0.0V, tstr=120mins) -IB (VBE=0.0V, tstr=0) ] (5.9)
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Figure 5.4 Stress-and-measure (SAM) data of base recombination current variation
with drain bias using forward-biased n+ source/p-body junction as the
minority carrier (electron) emitter. CHE stress at VDS= 8.0 V, VGS= 4.0V
and Vsx= 0.0 V for 120 minutes. Measured at VBE= 0.4 V, VGB= -0.5 V,
and VCB= 0.0 V. (a) Raw data showing decrease at VDX >~3 V due to hole
generated by electron impact, (b) CHE generated excess base current, AIB,
and 3(AIb)/9Vcb versus VCB. (c) Estimated interface trap position from the
n+ drain junction boundary. (IpA/V corresponds to N,T = 109 traps/cm2.)
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In Eqn.(5.9), the first subtraction used is to eliminate the contribution from the drain

surface recombination IB.2S component. The second subtraction used is to cancel out

the impact-generated hole current component. The final subtraction gives the stress¬

generated base current, AIB, as shown in Figure 5.4(b). It is observed that there is a

continuous rise of the IB (<~77pA) from the source towards the drain (~117pA) which

is expected from the channel hot electron stress. This AIB-VCB data is then least-square-

fitted to obtain the slope of 3(AIB)/3VCB which is shown in Figure 5.4(b). Evidently,

there is a change in slope in IB as VCB varies which indicates a non-uniform distribution

of stress-generated interface traps. The results qualitatively shows that the stress¬

generated interface trap starts to increase at about 0.6|im from the n+ drain junction

boundary( 9(AIB)/3VCB ~ 6pA/V), reaching about four times (~24pA/V) at 0.2pm from

the n+ drain junction boundary. This is consistent with the spatial variation of the

electric field where electric field strength increases after the depletion point, y =

y(VD.Sat)> and reaches a maximum at the drain metallurgical junction.

In summary, a simple and reliable extension of the DCIV technique is

demonstrated to profile the stress-generated interface trap densities along the channel of

MOS transistors.



CHAPTER 6
LINEAR REDUCTION OF DRAIN CURRENT WITH

INCREASING INTERFACE RECOMBINATION IN NMOS
TRANSISTORS STRESSED BY CHANNEL HOT ELECTRON

6.1 Introduction

Recently, Neugroschel and Sah proposed a simple and highly sensitive method, the

Direct-Current Current-Voltage (DCIV) method, to monitor the degradation of silicon

MOS transistors (MOSTs) under channel and substrate hot carrier stresses [41]. The

DCIV method uses the gate-voltage-controlled interfacial recombination current IB

(base or body current) to monitor the generation rate of interface traps and the charging

rate of oxide traps in MOSTs. However, the traditional transistor reliability

measurements monitor the changes of the saturation drain current (AID_sat), threshold

gate voltage (AVGT) and subthreshold voltage swing (AS) [33-37, 51-53, 98-99]. In this

chapter, we demonstrate the anticipated linear dependencies of these traditional

characteristics on the DCIV base-body recombination current, i.e. AIDsat, AVGT, AS

AIb.

6.2 Experiments

The n-channel MOSTs (nMOSTs) used have a drawn channel width/length aspect

ratio of LAV = 17.5p.m/0.35|lm, a 60A gate oxide, and separate source, drain, gate, body

contact pads. During the Stress-and-Measure (SAM) experiment runs, the nMOSTs

were stressed by channel hot electrons (CHEs) in the forward configuration (i.e.
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n+drain/p-body junction is reverse-biased) while their electrical characteristics were

measured after each stress duration in the reverse configuration (i.e. n+source/p-body

junction is reverse-biased to measure AIs.sat, AVGT and AS, and the n+drain/p-body is

forward-biased to measure AIB in the DCIV mode which is known as the Drain-Emitter

DCIV or DE-DCIV ). This interchange of source and drain during measurements is

traditionally employed because the generated interface traps and charged oxide traps are

located over the drain-junction space-charge region. Two bias voltage conditions are

used during the CHE stress duration: (i) the traditional VDS = 2VGS which gives the

maximum body current, Ix-Stress> anc* (ii) the constant VDS and VGS with

Vds>>VGs-Vgt to probe a wide range of hot electron kinetic energies. In each SAM

experiment, the drain saturation current is measured at VDS=VGS= 1.0 V and Vsx= 0.0

V. The threshold voltage is defined as the gate voltage at ID = 500 |iA with VDS= 0.5 V

and Vsx= 0.0 V. The subthreshold slope is computed at ID = 100 nA with VDS= 0.5 V

and VSx= 0 0 V. The n+drain/p-body junction is forward biased at 0.4 V and the

n+source/p-body is short-circuited for the IB-VGB measurements in the DE-DCIV mode.

6.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 6.1 shows typical IB-VGB DE-DCIV characteristics with increasing

accumulated stress time of a nMOST stressed by CHEs. The stressed voltages were

VDS= 3.3 V and VGS= 1.6 V, corresponding to peak body current condition. The IB_peak
increases with CHE stress time and occurs at a nearly constant VGB = -0.45 V. The rise

of IB_peak *s due to the stress-generated Si02/Si interface trap over the drain junction

space-charge region [84-88, 96]. The negligible VG shift of the IB indicates
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Figure 6. Drain-Emitter DE-DCIV characteristics of a nMOST stressed by channel
hot electrons.
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negligible charging of the oxide traps over the drain-junction space-charge region

because the CHEs do not have sufficient kinetic energy, KE = q(YDS-VDS_sat) =

q[YDs-(VG-VGT)] = 3.3-1.6 = 1.7 eV, to surmount the 3.13 eV Si02/Si barrier. The

CHEs also do not have sufficient kinetic to create secondary hot holes, via interband-

impact electron-hole pair generation, to surmount the 4.25 eV Si02/Si hole barrier,

which would require a minimum energy of q(VDS-VDS.sat) = <|>B_hole - Egap.Sj = (4.25 -

1.12) eV = 3.13 eV via the Auger generation pathway [117, 23]. The forward and

reverse IDsat and Id-Vgs characteristics of the nMOST is also shown in Figures 6.2 and

6.3, respectively. The asymmetrical difference between the post-stressed forward and

reverse characteristics clearly indicate the localized CHE-induced degradation near the

drain junction of the nMOST.

Figure 6.4 shows the linear dependence of AIs_sat and AVGT on AIB_peak for the two

sets of stress voltage conditions. This linear dependence is anticipated from the simple

textbook theory of ID_sat and VGT. Carrier mobility degradation in the channel should be

insignificant since the stress-generated traps are localized at the drain-junction. From

the simple parabolic MOST equation [99],

ID_sat = (W/2L)C0Hn(VGS - VGT) 2, (6.1)

we get

^•^D-sat^ ^D-satO = — (2AVgt)/ (Vgs—Vgt0) (6.2)

where the subscript 0 denotes the pre-stress value. Eqn.(6.2) assumes that (VG-VGT)

» AVgt/2. Since AVGT = - q(ANOT + ANIT)/C0X and IB NIT [59, 99-100], we can

immediately obtain - AID.sat «= AVGT <*= AIB.
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Vd=Vg/(1 V)

Figure 6.2 Forward and reverse IDsat characteristic of a nMOST stressed by channel
hot electrons. Difference between the post-stress forward (F) and reverse
(R) characteristics reveal the asymmetrical nature of channel hot electron
stress. tstress= 20 ksec. Pre-stress forward and reverse IDsat characteristics
are identical.
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VGS/(1 V)

Figure 6.3 Forward and reverse ID-VG characteristic of a nMOST stressed by channel
hot electrons. Difference between the post-stress forward (F) and reverse
(R) characteristics reveal the asymmetrical nature of channel hot electron
stress. tstress= 20 ksec. For clarity, only the unstress forward ID-VG
characteristic is shown. All measured at VDS= 0.5 V.
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Figure 6.4 Dependence of -AID_sat/ID.sat0, AVGT and AS on AIB.peak/IB_peak0 in 0.35^im
silicon nMOSTs stressed by channel hot electrons.
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The stress-induced widening of the subthreshold swing, AS, is also shown in

Figure 6.4. It increases initially as AS AIB, then rises faster, and finally approaches

again AS oc AIB. This is consistent with the simple subthreshold slope expression,

S = 2.303 (kT/q) [l+(Cit+Cs)/Cox] (6.3)

where Cit = qD[T and NIT = - j D IT(ET)fT(ET)dET [100], which indicates an initial and

final linear dependence, AS ACit ANIT «= AIB, while the superlinear rise of AS in the

mid-range of stress is caused by the faster change of the surface potential with AVGT

relative to the energy distribution of DjjfEj).

In summary, an experimental proof is given of the theoretically anticipated linear

dependence of AIB_peak on the traditionally monitored transistor reliability

characteristics, AID_sat and AVGT. This correlation provides the basis for using the

DCIV method to monitor MOS transistor degradation.



CHAPTER 7

INTERFACE TRAPS GENERATION MODEL

7.1 Introduction

As shown in Chapters 5 and 6, interface traps are generated when MOS transistors

are stressed under channel hot carrier stress conditions. These interface traps are

electron-hole recombination-generation sites and thought to be dangling silicon and

oxygen bonds (Si., SiO.) [101] created by energetic electrons and holes breaking the

weak intrinsic (Si:Si, SiO:Si) or impurity (Si:H, SiO:H) bonds. However, the physical

mechanism of interface trap generation during channel hot carrier stress was still not

well understood. No agreement currently exists on this point in the literature. Some

studies attributed interface trap generation to electron injection [35, 102-103] where a

critical energy of 3.5 eV is needed for the electrons to be injected into the oxide to break

the Si:H bond [35]. Others propose that hot holes are the responsible carriers [104-106],

There was also some independent evidence that recombination of electrons with trapped

holes in the oxide also generate interface traps [7-8]. It was also proposed that the

energy released by electron-hole recombination in the Si02 dissociates a weak Si:H

bond, thus the generation of interface traps involve hot electrons, hot holes, and

hydrogen [106].

In this chapter, a new interface trap generation model, formulated by Sah [42], is

presented to account for the channel-hot-carrier-induced degradation. This model is
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based on a physical bond-breaking mechanism and considers the bond-breaking

efficiency of the hot electrons and holes along the surface channel on oxidized silicon.

It identifies the primary and dominant hot carriers (electrons or holes) that are involved

in the interface trap generation process. In this chapter, the analytical interface trap

generation theory is presented and the validity of the model is supplemented by

experimental verification.

7.2 Theory

Consider a n-channel MOS transistor biased in the flat-band condition shown in

Figure 7.1(a), the drain n+/p junction is reverse biased by VR which results in a wider

space-charge-layer (SCL). The corresponding energy band diagram is depicted in

Figure 7.1(b). The drain junction space-charge-layer can accelerate electrons, injected

at the low-field edge (LFE) of the drain SCL, and holes, injected at the high-field edge

(HFE) of the drain SCL, to higher kinetic energy when the electrons or holes transit

across the SCL. When the accelerating electrons and holes acquire sufficient energy,

greater than the bond-breaking energy (qVBB), they can break the hydrogenated

interfacial bonds (Si:H and SiO:H) to release the hydrogen and create new interface

traps.

Based on Sah’s interface trap generation model, the rate of interface trap

generation (dN1T/dt) is proportional to the injected carrier flux density (Jj/q), the

probability of surviving a scattering, and the probability of bond-breaking. Thus, the

interface trap generation rate is given by the product of these three terms:
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Figure 7.1 Cross-sectional view of a reverse biased p/n+ junction covered by Si02
showing three dominant bond-breaking pathways to generate interface
traps, (a) Cross-sectional view, (b) Transition energy band diagram along
the oxide/silicon interface. Bond breaking is marked star * and vertical
dash line. Open triangles are interface traps. Filled triangles are Si:H and
SiO:H. Dots are electrons and circles are holes. Electron and hole motions
are marked by arrows with solid and open tips, respectively. Adapted from
Sah [42, p. 123].
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dNIT Jj ^BB Ysc
exp

^BB

- (y-<W dy

dt q ^2 23 ^BB
(7.1)

The product of the first and second term in front of the integrand of Eqn.(7.1) gives the

decrease of the ballistic hot carrier density due to scattering prior to breaking a bond.

The first term inside the integrand of Eqn.(7.1), exp[-(y-dBB)/A.3], is the fraction of the

injected carrier which has escaped scattering and not broken bond when the carrier

transits from y=(y-dBB) to y=y. (dy/XBB) is the fraction of bond-breaking events within

the dy region. The combined mean-free-path, A,3, contains three components: the

surface scattering, A.s, which includes the phonon, impurity, electron-electron and

electron-hole scattering events; the interband impact-generation of electron-hole pair,

7.pn; and the bond-breaking by the energetic carrier, ?^BB.

1/A3 = 1/As + 1/2PN + 1/XBB (7.2)

B 1/Á2 + 1/ Abb (7.3)

Since the bond-breaking event occurs infrequently, it is anticipated that A,BB » A,PN >

Xs > ^2 > ^3- Solving Eqn.(7.1) and using the approximation (Ysc-dBB)»X3,

dN IT

dt q

Jt

exp

exp

-dBB

BB

BB

BB

1-exp

1-

( ^SC ^BB)
(7.4)

(7.5)

The interface trap generation efficiency, r)IT, is defined as the rate of interface trap

generation per injected carrier density. Hence, Eqn.(7.5) can be expressed as follows.
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'IT

r dNTT -| rJi i
/ —

L dt J L q J

= exp
^BB *3

Á2 ^BB

Hito

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)
^BB

where riIT0 = exp(-dBB/X2) is the normalized interface trap generation efficiency.

Analytical expressions for voltage dependence of the bond-breaking distance, dBB, can

be derived by using the depletion approximation of an abrupt n+/p junction and by

tracing the three bond-breaking pathways, illustrated in Figure 7.1, of the energetic

electrons and holes.

First, let consider the electron injection from the low-field edge of the drain space-

charge layer (the LFEi pathway shown in Figure 7.1), the accelerating electron in the

drain space-charge layer can break an interfacial bond when it has kinetic energy greater

than the bond-breaking energy, qVBB. Thus, dBB can be expressed as follows:

'tBB
= 1 (28/qN^) ( VBB ) (7.9)

where 8 is the silicon dielectric constant, q is the electronic charge, and NAA is the

acceptor doping concentration. For this LFEi interface trap generation pathway, the

bond-breaking distance is independent of the applied voltage and only depends on the

acceptor doping concentration, NAA, and the threshold bond-breaking energy, qVBB.

This implies that the efficiency of interface trap generation by these energetic hot

electrons is a constant when the applied voltage exceeds the bond-breaking energy, and
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is zero if the applied voltage is below. The normalized interface trap generation

efficiency for this LFEi pathway is.

Hito = exp [-j (2£/qNAA) /Á2\\ VBB (7.10)

Next, consider the hole injection pathway from the high-field drain edge , labelled

HFEi in Figure 7.1(a). The sources of these holes can be due to thermal generation or

from the interband-impact generation process initiated by the energetic electron when

the electron kinetic energy, KEelectron, is greater than the electron-hole pair generation

threshold (EPN > EG.Si - 1.17eV) [109]. Typically, the concentration of the Electron-

Impact-Generated (EIH) holes is higher than the thermally-generated hole

concentration. These impact-generated holes can be back-injected into the drain space-

charge layer from the maximum-field edge and break the interfacial bonds when its

energy exceeds the bond-breaking energy. The bond-breaking distance for this HFHi

interface trap generation pathway is:

BB
- Í (2£/qNAA) [i VR+VBI - i Vr+VBi Vbb ] (7.11)

Similarly, the corresponding normalized interface trap generation efficiency is given by.

H ito — exp [ t| (2 £ / ) /z^] C VR+VBi 1 VR+VBI VBB ] (7.12)

where VBI is the built-in potential of the abrupt n+/p drain junction. Comparing with

Eqns.(7.9) and (7.10), eqns.(7.11) and (7.12) reveal that this HFHi interface trap

generation pathway has a very strong dependence on the applied stress voltage, VR.

This characteristic strong voltage dependence of dBB or rj1T0 provides a feature for the

theory to be experimentally verified. This will be described and elaborate in the
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subsequent section. Eqns.(7.11) and (7.12) apply only to the drain-current range of the

MOST where VR=IVD - VDsatl > 0 where VDsat is the drain voltage at drain current

saturation and may approximated by IVG - VGTI. The VBI must also be modified to take

into account of the built-in potential barrier height difference between the drain/body

and source/body junctions. For identical drain and source junction, VBI=0 when the

MOST’s channel is inverted.

Another possible pathway for hole to generate interface traps is via the Interband

Tunneling Hole Injection (labeled as ITHi in Figure 7.1). This ITHi pathway will

become important in heavily doped n++emitter/p+base junction of advanced submicron

BJTs and future generation of MOSTs where the body doping concentration is

approaching and exceeding 1018 cm-3. At this high concentration, valence electrons in

the body(base) region can quantum mechanically tunnel into the empty states of the

conduction band in the quasi-neutral drain (emitter) region, leaving behind thermal

holes. Similarly to the interband impact-generated holes, these interband tunneling

holes can then accelerate in the high-field SCL to create new interface traps. The bond¬

breaking distance associated with this ITHi interface trap generation pathway is given

as:

-‘BB \ (2£/qNAA) [i VR+VBI Vsi_Gap VFN+

-IVR+VBI VSi-Gap v FN+3 ^FN+ ^BB 1 ("7-13)

In Eqn.(7.10), the valence-electron tunneling process decreases the voltage dependence

of the bond breaking distance by (VSi.Gap + VFN+) where VSi_Gap is the silicon energy
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gap potential and VFN+ is the Fermi level potential above the conduction band edge of

the quasi-neutral n++ drain-emitter. The corresponding normalized interface trap

generation efficiency is then given by:

Wito = exP[-,,l (SE/qN^) / X2] [jVR+VBI-Vsi_Gap-VFN+ -

VR+VBi-Vsi_Gap-VFN+_ VBB J (7-14)
As shown in Eqns. (7.12) and (7.14), the interface trap generation efficiency has a

strong voltage dependence on the applied stress voltage when the electron (or hole)

enters the space-charge-layer from the high-field edge. On the contrary, if the electron

(or hole) enters from the low-field edge of the space-charge-layer, the interface trap

generation efficiency has no voltage dependence, as seen from Eqn.(7.10). Hence, a

voltage-dependency experiment can be designed to correlate the experimental results

with the interface trap generation theory presented in this section.

7.3 Experiment and Results

Four sets of Time-to-Failure SAM experiments on silicon nMOST, pMOST and

npnBJT were analyzed using the new interface trap generation theory. The nMOST

data are obtained from a channel-hot-electron (CHE) stress experiment where the

nMOST test structure was fabricated from a 1-micron BiCMOS technology with 100

|im channel length, 100 p.m channel width, and 160 A thick gate oxide. The pMOST

data are similarly obtained from a channel-hot-hole (CHH) stress experiment where the

pMOST test structure was fabricated from a 0.8-micron CMOS technology with 20 |im

channel length, 20 |im channel width, and 110 A thick gate oxide. The experimental
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details of the nMOST and pMOST SAM data will be described in Chapter 8. The two

sets of npnBJT data are obtained from emitter-base reverse-bias stress experiment. The

npnBJTs were fabricated from a submicron BiCMOS technology with 7xl017 cm-3 base

doping concentration and 10|imx0.6|im emitter contact area. During the emitter-base

stress experiment, the emitter-base junction of the npnBJTs was reverse-biased at VR

while the collector-base junction was either open-circuited (OC) or forward-biased

(FC). A 10% change in the common emitter d.c. beta gain was used as a failure criteria

in the TTF SAM experiments.

Figure 7.2 plots the experimental and theoretical interface trap generation

efficiency for the nMOST, pMOST and npnBJTs versus the applied stress voltage. The

interface trap generation efficiency was obtained by taking the inverse of the TTF SAM

data and translating the efficiency data vertically by normalizing for the difference in

stress current density and contact area in each SAM experiment. The applied stress

voltage is the magnitude of the drain voltage for the nMOST and pMOST data and the

magnitude of reverse-biased emitter-base voltage for the npnBJTs. The nMOST and

pMOST experimental data were least-square-fitted using Eqn.(7.12) where VB1=0 and

VR=VD-VDsat. The LSF results give bond-breaking energies of qVBB= 3.087 eV and

standard deviation of 1.12 % for nMOST, and 3.040 eV and 1.67 % for pMOST. The

HFHi npnBJT data (inverted triangle in Figure 7.2) was also least-square-fitted using

Eqn.(7.12). The LSF results gives a bond-breaking energy of qVBB= 1.876 eV and a

standard deviation of 1.51%. A reasonable built-in potential of VBI= 1.11 V was also

obtained from the LSF, reflecting the highly doped base region in advanced submicron
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Figure 7.2 Comparison of experimental and theoretical bond-breaking efficiency by
hot electrons and holes in Si npn BJT, nMOST and pMOST versus applied
junction voltage. 10-year TTF is the TTF at the applied junction voltage
indicated by the vertical arrow extrapolated by the theory from the TTF
data at the higher VR for 100% or 20% AIB. Adapted from Sah [42, p. 126]
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npnBJT. For the ITHi npnBJT data, Eqn.(7.14) was used instead to account for the

valence-electron tunneling process. The LSF results gives a bond-breaking energy of

1.877 eV and a standard deviation of 1.41 %. Also included in Figure 7.2 is the

theoretical interface trap generation efficiency for the LFEi pathway, with qVBB=3.1eV

assumed in the calculation.

Albeit the difference in nMOST and pMOST fabrication technology, the LSF’s

bond-breaking energies obtained from the nMOST and pMOST data are comparable to

the theoretical 3.101 eV Si:H bond energy [110]. Two implications can be made from

this observation: (1) the origin of the stress-generated interface trap is the Si:H bond at

the Si02/Si interface, and (2) the mechanism of interface trap generation is due to the

energetic holes breaking the weak Si:H bonds during nMOST CHE stress and n/p/n BJT

reverse emitter stress, and the energetic electron breaking the Si:H bonds during

pMOST CHH stress. This bond-breaking interface trap generation process can be

described by the following kinetic equation.

Si: H + c* Si. + Ht + c (7.15)

where c* represents a energetic hot carrier (hole in nMOST and n/p/n BJT and electron

in pMOST), Ht indicates the diffusion of hydrogen away from the broken Si. bond.

The carrier, c, has thermal energy after the bond-breaking process.

For the npnBJTs, the two HFHi and ITHi pathways yield similar bond breaking

energy (qVBB= 1.88 eV) which is expected since the primary carrier responsible in

npnBJT degradation is the energetic hole. The primary difference in bond breaking

energy between the MOST (3.06 eV) and the npnBJT (1.88 eV) is attributed to the
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quality of the Si02 oxide passivating the Si02/Si interface. For MOST, this oxide is

thermally grown on the Si substrate which is inherently better than the chemically-

deposited oxide used to cover the emitter-base interface of the npnBJT. Difference in

the surface impurity concentration profile associated with the fabrication of the npnBJT

and the MOST may also affect the bond-breaking energy.



CHAPTER 8
PHYSICS-BASED TIME-TO-FAILURE EXTRAPOLATION ALGORITHM
USING CURRENT-ACCELERATED CHANNEL HOT CARRIER STRESS

8.1 Introduction

Voltage-acceleration during channel hot carrier (CHC) stress has been employed

industry-wide to determine the maximum operation voltage permitted for a metal-oxide-

silicon transistor (MOST) to meet the operation ten-year time-to-failure (TTF0P)

requirement [33-35]. In this method, the failure rate of TTF data obtained at higher

stress voltages and short stress times are extrapolated to determine the TTF0P at the

desired lower operation voltage. It is based on the assumption that degradation

mechanism at the higher stress voltages applied to MOST’s drain/body junction and

bipolar junction transistor’s (BJT’s) emitter/base junction are independent of the

magnitude of the stress voltages. Transistors’ degradation has been attributed to the

generation of oxide/silicon interface traps, and charging & generation of oxide traps by

the energetic or hot electrons and holes [111-116], The voltage-extrapolation from

high-stress voltage tacitly assumes that the fundamental failure mechanisms due to hot

carriers are independent of the applied voltages which is untenable because the

degradation mechanisms have hot-carrier kinetic energy or applied voltage threshold

[38, 23, 109], below which the degradation mechanisms cease. To characterize the

degradation mechanisms of BJT technologies at the operation voltage (<3.3V) with
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relatively short turn-over time, Neugroschel and Sah proposed two methods to increase

the stress current [39-40] at low stress voltage, as contrast to high voltage stress, to

accelerate the degradation rate of the transistors, and using the DCIV measurement to

monitor the hot carrier-induced degradation. In this chapter, we will demonstrate that

the BJT current-acceleration methods can be extended to MOSTs under CHC stress.

First, long channel MOSTs’ structure will be used for demonstrating the current-

accelerated channel hot carrier stress methodology. Long channel MOSTs are used

because the transistor is essentially 1-D and this will simplify and aid in the analysis.

Upon laying out the framework and understanding the basis physic of the current-

accelerated channel hot carrier stress (CACHC) methodology in long channel MOSTs,

short channel MOSTs will be employed to demonstrate the operation TTF

determination for state-of-the-art MOSTs. A physics-based TTF extrapolation

algorithm is presented. A comparison with the traditional voltage-accelerated TTF

extrapolation using the short channel nMOST results will also be presented.

8.2 Methodology of Current-Acceleration Channel-Hot-Carrier Stress

As delineated by Sah and Lu [23, 109], the kinetic of fundamental degradation

mechanisms in MOSTs and BJTs depends on (1) density and (2) kinetic energy of hot

carriers, (3) the threshold kinetic energy of degradation pathway and the density of

residual-fabrication created (4) active or non-hydrogenated and (5) passive or

hydrogenated (Si:H and Si:OH) oxide and interfacial electron and hole traps. Transistor

degradation rate may be increased by increasing the hot carrier kinetic energy using

higher stress voltage (the traditional voltage acceleration method) or larger hot carrier
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current density (the current-acceleration method). In the current-acceleration method,

the hot carrier density can be increased by forwarding-biasing a p/n junction while the

hot carrier kinetic energy is controlled by the applied voltages during stress.

Under the traditional channel hot electron (CHE) stress of a n-channel MOST

(nMOST), the high drain and low gate voltages (VD>VG) accelerate the source-injected

channel electrons, denoted by IcH-source *n Figure 8.1, to high kinetic energies (=qlVD -

(vG- VGT)I in the space-charge-region of the reverse-biased drain junction. As shown

in Figure 8.1, these hot electrons can generate interface traps by breaking the Si:H and

Si:OH bonds [42] (the star-filled triangle * in Figure 8.1) to release the hydrogen and

leave the dangling silicon bonds which are electron and hole interface traps. The

channel hot electrons will also generate additional (secondary) electron-hole pairs

(KE>Eg = 1.12 eV as shown in [109]) near the drain junction. The secondary hot holes

can break additional Si:H and SiO:H bonds to give more interface traps [42], If the

secondary hot holes have KE > <j>Xh= 4.25 eV (the Si02/Si hole barrier), they can also be

injected into the oxide to positively charge the existing oxide hole traps.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the current acceleration method. It shows that the channel hot

electron current, ICH.eiectron = fcH-source + lCH-be> can be increased in two ways: (1)

increasing IcH-source by forward-biasing the source-body or Source-Emitter (SE) n+/p

junction junction (VBS= 0.7 V), and (2) increasing IGH.be by forward-biasing the

substrate-body or Bottom-Emitter (BE) n+/p junction (VBE= 0.63 V or 0.74 V). Figure

8.2 demonstrates increased channel hot electron current from forward-biasing the

bottom-emitter junction (IcH-eiectron = IcH-be)’ by a factor of about 12 at VBE=0.63 V and
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Figure 8.1 Cross-sectional view of a nMOST biased simultaneously in the two current-
accelerated CHE stress configurations. Dots are conduction-band electrons.
Circled dots are valence-band electrons. Circles are valence-band holes

generated by energetic electron impact in the n+ drain [19]. Hollow
triangles are interface electronic traps. Solid triangles are weak interface
bonds which become electronic interface traps when ruptured by hole
capture marked by * which releases the bonded hydrogen. Solid arrow with
a dot on its tail designates an electron injected from the forward-biased
bottom emitter or source junctions. Hollow arrow with a circle on its tail
designates the hole pathway. Regular channel electrons and thermal
electrons are not shown. Biases are those used to give the data in Figs.2-3.
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Figure 8.2 Effect of forward applied voltage to the bottom-emitter junction, VBE, on
the channel hot electron current versus drain voltage characteristics,
^CH-electron'^DS’ at VGS= 0 ^ V and VSB= 0
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50 at Vbe=0.74 V. IcH-electron was obtained by subtracting the bulk and exterior-

perimeter electron currents from the total drain terminal current, ID, measured at four

combinations of emitter and gate voltages: forward and zero bias the substrate-body

junction (with and without the injected electrons from the bottom emitter), and

inversion and accumulation gate voltages (with and without the channel electrons at the

Si02/Si interface).

8.3 Results and Discussions

8.3.1 Long Channel CACHC

Production nMOSTs and pMOSTs supplied by several SRC companies are used to

demonstrate the proposed current-accelerated channel hot electron (CACHE) and

channel hot hole (CACHH) stress methodologies. The nMOST on p-well/n+ buried-

layer has 16nm gate oxide, W/L= 100 (i.m/100 |im, and NAA_well= 1.4xl016 Boron/cm3.

The pMOST on n-well/p-substrate has 14nm gate oxide, W/L= 20 |im/20 fim, and

NDD-weii= 3.9xl016 Phosphorus/cm3. In the SAM experiments, the degradation was

monitored by the Drain-Emitter DCIV (DE-DCIV) method which measures the post¬

stress base or body current versus gate-base voltage characteristics, IB-VGB, with the

drain/body junction forward biased.

Figure 8.3 shows the measured TTF’s (defined below) versus applied drain-source

stress voltage VDS both without (VBE=VBS= 0.0 V) and with (VBE>0 or VBS>0) current

acceleration. The post-stress DCIV curves are shown in the inset of Figure 8.3(a) for

nMOST and Figure 8.3(b) for pMOST. The measured TTF is defined as the stress time

required to give le-peak^B-initiar^ or a 100% increase in IB for nMOST and
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Figure 8.3 (a) Time-to-Failure versus drain stress voltage of 100(imx 100|im nMOST
for no-current-acceleration stress (four circles) and current-accelerated
stress (five solid dots at VBE= 0.63 V, one solid triangle at VBE= 0.74 V
and an asterisks at VSB= -0.7 V. All transistors are stressed at VCS=0.9V.
The inset shows the DE-DCIV (Ib'Vgb) characteristics (measured at
Vdb=-0-4V, Vsb=Veb=0.0V) as a function of CHE stress time (0, 85.3,
738.7, 2319.7, 17227.6, and 63758.8 sec). Stressed at VDS= 7.0 V, VGS=
0.9 V, and VSB=VBE= 0 V.
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Figure 8.3 (b) Time-to-Failure versus drain stress voltage of 20jimx20|im pMOST for
no-current-acceleration stress (four circles) and current-accelerated stress
(five solid dots at VEB= 0.85 V). All transistors are stressed at VGS= -1.0
V. The inset shows the DE-DCIV (IB-VGB) characteristics (measured at
Vdb= 0.4 V, VSB=VEB= 0.0 V) as a function of CHH stress time (0, 85.3,
738.7, 2319.7, 17227.6, and 1.8xl05 sec). Stressed at VDS= -5.25 V, VGS=
-1.0 V, and VSB=VBE=0 V.
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^B-peakAB-initiai=0-2 or a 20% increase in IB for pMOST. The growth of the IB.peak with

increasing stress time is attributed to interface trap generation [41, 96, 101, 111] by hot

carriers (hot holes for nMOST and hot electrons for pMOST) breaking the Si:H and

SiO:H bonds near the drain junction [42], The profiles of the IB peak at VGB= -0.4 V

for nMOST and VGB= 0.35 V for pMOST remain nearly-constant indicating that

negligible interface traps were being generated over the channel. The VGS-shift of the

¡B-peak attributed to charging of the oxide hole traps (negative-VG shift in nMOST)

and electron traps (positive-VG shift in pMOST) from barrier-surmounting injection into

the oxide of the secondary hot carriers interband-impact-generated by the (primary)

channel hot carriers which gave the predicted threshold, 4.25 eV for holes and 3.12 eV

for electrons. During the CACHC stress using the forward-biased bottom emitter

junction, a constant increase in the baseline of the IB current is observed. This is

attributed to the interface trap generated along the exterior (to the channel) peripheral of

drain junction underneath the field oxide. This excess IB component created during

CACHC stress are subtracted in order to account for the actual CHE-induced

degradation occurring at the drain junction interior to the channel.

Figure 8.3(a) contains three sets of TTF data: (1) the traditional CHE stress

without current-acceleration (CA) (four circles for VDS_stress= 5.5 V to 7.0 V); (2)

CACHE stress from forward-biasing the bottom emitter substrate/body n+/p junction

(five solid circles at VBE= 0.63 V for VDS_stress= 5.0 V to 7.0 V giving about 16x

acceleration, and one solid triangle at VBE= 0.74 V for VDS= 4.5 V giving 50x

acceleration); and (3) CACHE stress from forward-biasing the top-emitter source/body
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n+/p junction (one asterisks at VBS= 0.7 V for VDS= 6.0 V giving about 16x

acceleration). At each applied VDS_stress, the applied VGS.stress in (2) and (3) was kept

the same as in (1). Reduction in SAM times to measure TTF using CACHE scales with

the increased CHE current by forward-biasing the substrate/body or source/body n+/p

junction. For example, at VDS.stress= 6.0 V and VBE= 0.63 V, TTFnoCACHE/TTFCHE =

19200s/1240s = 16 and ICH-electron(VBE= 0-63 V)/ICH.e,ectron(VBE= 0 V) = 189.8 flA/16.8

pA = 12.3. Without current-acceleration, the estimated SAM time at VDS.stress=4.5V is

= 8x107s = 950 days (unfilled triangle) from extrapolating the four no-CACHE TTF

data points (circles) to 4.5V. Current acceleration via VBE= 0.74 V gave a 50x

reduction of the stress test time to 1.6xl06 s = 18.5 days (filled triangle). Thus, this

current-acceleration experiment has demonstrated the practical application in reducing

the measurement time from 950 days or 3 years to 19 days or 3 weeks in order to

determine the 10-year operation TTF of this transistor technology.

The CACHH TTF data of the pMOST in Figure 8.3(b) were obtained by forward¬

biasing the substrate/body p/n junction to VBE= -0.85 V, which showed only a lOx

reduction. This is smaller than the acceleration observed in nMOST in Figure 8.3(a) at

a lower forward biases, VBE= 0.63 V (16x) and 0.74 V (50x) and it is attributed to the

larger series base resistance of the n-well and p-substrate which reduced the forward-

current.

The TTFqp’s in Figure 8.4 at the designed lower operation voltages with no

current acceleration were obtained from the accelerated and not-accelerated fluence-to-
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Figure 8.4 FTF (Fluence-to-Failure) on right y-axis and TTF0P (operation-TTF, i.e.
without current-acceleration) on left y-axis versus the magnitudes of VDS.
Solid curves are the LSF of the nMOST and pMOST data to the theory
giving bond-breaking kinetic energies of qVBB= 3.087 eV and 3.040 eV,
respectively.

FTF/(q/cm2)
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failure (FTF labeled on the right vertical axis). At each stress interval, the FTF is

computed using:

FTF = q-1Jj (8.1)

where JcH-eiectron=^CH-eiectron^drain anc* the drain contact area was used. The operation

TTF (on the left y-axis) is then obtained from

TTF0p = q-FTF(VEB)/JCH_electron(VEB=0) . (8.2)

The validity of the current acceleration methodology is confirmed for both nMOST and

pMOST by the data overlap covering many decades of the non-accelerated TTFs (open

circles) with the accelerated TTFs (asterisk, solid triangle and circles) in the high

voltage range (5.0 V ^IVDS.stressl< 7.0 V). It also support the anticipation that a small

increase in carrier density and current in the channel from a forward-biased junction

would not significantly alter the spatial variation of the electric field, hot electron and

hole densities and their kinetic energies.

The two solid curves in Figure 8.4 were obtained from a least-square-fit (LSF) of

the eleven nMOST data points and nine pMOST data points to the theory proposed by

Sah (Eqn. (7.12)) [42] to account for interface trap generation during channel hot carrier

stress. Using a failure criteria of AIB/IB= 100% for nMOST and AIB/IB= 20% for

pMOST, the theoretically extrapolated magnitude of the maximum VDS voltages to give

TTF0p= 10 years are 4.32 V and 4.05 V, respectively, for these two technologies. An

important confirmation of the current-acceleration methodology and also the bond¬

breaking theory is that the LSF’s of the nMOST and pMOST to theory presented in

Chapter 7 gave nearly identical hydrogen-bond-breaking threshold energy, VBB= 3.087
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eV (<j= 1.12 %) by hot holes in nMOST and 3.040 eV (a= 1.67 %) by hot electrons for

pMOST. The bond-breaking can be compared with the handbook Si:H bond energy of

3.101 eV. The VDS-independent bond-breaking contribution from channel hot electrons

in nMOST and hot holes in pMOST, appears to be absent, just like the BJT case, giving

one experimental evidence that the hot carriers injected from the drain edge are

responsible for generating interface trap. This observation was first ascertained in [42],

Hence, for nMOST, the channel-electron-impact-generated holes, injected from the n-i-

drain region into the p-body, break the Si:H and SiO:H bonds in the drain space-charge

region to generate new interface traps. For pMOST, these Si:H and SiO:H bonds are

broken by the channel-hole-impact-generated electron.

8.4.2 Short Channel CACHE

Following the CACHC procedure established for the long channel MOSTs in the

preceding section, state-of-the-art quarter-micron production nMOST was next used in

the CACHE SAM experiment. The quarter-micron nMOST is designed for 2.5 V

circuit operation and has 6nm oxide and drawn channel length and width of 0.35 Jim

and 17.5 p.m. The effective or metallurgical channel length of this submicron MOST is

-0.25 (im due to the lateral diffusion of the donor impurities during the n+source and

n+drain junction formation. Since the production nMOST is fabricated using CMOS

technology with p-epilayer on p+ base substrate, the n+source/p-Body junction is the

only p/n junction that can be forward-biased during CACHE stress. A forward bias of

VBS= 0.8 V was used. The CHE-induced degradation of the nMOST is monitored using

"reverse" bias configuration which gives ISsat, IS-VG and DE-DCIV since the damages is
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known to occur near the drain junction of the nMOST. Typical degradation

characteristics of the quarter-micron nMOST under CHE stress are illustrated in Figures

8.5-8.7. Reduction of ISsat current, increases in VGT and IB.peak current are routinely

observed. In addition, the ISsat and VGT degradations are found to be linearly correlated

with the increase in the IB_peak current as shown in Figure 8.8. This indicates that

interface trap generation is a dominant degradation mechanism in these quarter-micron

low-voltage nMOSTs.

The measured current-accelerated and no-current-accelerated TTF’s of the ISsat and

AVGt versus drain-source stress voltages VDS is shown in Figure 8.9(a). The failure

criteria used to determine the TTF’s are defined as a 5% reduction in IDsat and a 10 mV

increase in AGT. A 120x stress-time reduction is observed for the nMOST stressed

under CACHE condition. In Figure 8.9(b), the FTF data are fitted to Sah’s interface

trap theory using Eqn (7.12) where the bond-breaking energy qVBB in Eqn (7.12) is

replaced by an effective bond-breaking energy qVBB. to take into account of Auger-hot-

hole injection from the drain edge into the drain space-charge-region to generate

interface trap. As will be shown in Chapter 9, hot hole generated by Auger-

recombination of channel hot electron and thermal hole in the n+drain quasi-neutral

region requires the lowest electron kinetic energy. Hence VBB. is related to VBB by

^BB' ~ ^BB ^Si-Gap/^ (8.3)
where VR= VD - VDsat and ESi.gap is the silicon energy gap. The interface trap

generation efficiency due to hot hole from Auger recombination pathway is then given

by
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R_VBB+Esi-gap/q] > (8.4)
The operation TTF, computed using Eqn. (8.2), is shown on the left-axis of Figure

8.9(b). Using the failure criteria of 5% IDsat reduction or lOmV AVGT increase, the

theoretically extrapolated maximum VDD voltage for this 2.5V CMOS technology is

2.48V for a 10-year operation lifetime. For the traditional voltage-acceleration

extrapolation method shown in Figure 8.10, to give a 10-year operation lifetime, the

maximum operating voltage is only 2.09V. The traditional voltage acceleration method

is clearly in error as it empirically assumes that the degradation of the MOST is

exponentially related to the reciprocal of the drain-source voltage [33-37] and,

disregarding any threshold kinetic energy, using an operation TTF given by

TTF = Aexp(B/VDS) (8.5)

where A and B are empirical fitting constants.

A closer examination of Eqn. (8.4) gives a most important result (derived by Sah)

[118]. The hole injection from the drain edge due to this Auger-recombination pathway

[117] has the lowest threshold for interface trap generation. This implies that interface

trap generation will remain a dominant degradation process for low-voltage MOST as

long as the supply voltage is greater than IV. This is illustrated by the following

relation.

VD VDsat " (VBB (8.6)

(3 - 1)/2

IV
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When applied to the BJT under emitter-base reverse-bias stress in which VBI is no

longer zero, the threshold drops to zero as shown by Sah [117].
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Figure 8.5 Degradation characteristics of 0.35 |im nMOST under CHE stress. IDsat is
measured in the "reverse" (i.e. actually ISsat was measured) configuration to
monitor the degradation near the drain junction. CHE stress condition:
VDS= 3.65 V, VGS= 0.5 V and VSB= 0.0 V.
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Figure 8.6 Degradation characteristics of 0.35 fim nMOST under CHE stress. ID-VG
is measured in the "reverse" configuration to monitor the degradation near
the drain junction. Measured at VDS= 0.5 V. CHE stress condition: VDS=
3.65 V, VGS= 0.5 V, VSB= 0.0 V.
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Figure 8.7 DE-DCIV Degradation characteristics of 0.35 |im nMOST under CHE
stress. CHE stress condition: VDS= 3.65V, VGS= 0.5V, VSB= 0.0V.
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Figure 8.8 Dependence of -AID_sat/ID_sat0, AVGX on AIB.peak/IB.peak for 0.35 pm
nMOST under CHE (open and filled triangles) and CACHE (open and
filled circles). CHE stress condition: VDS= 3.5 V, VGS= 0.5V, VSB= 0.0V.
CACHE stress 'condition: VDS= 3.5V, VGS= 0.5V, VSB= -0.8V.
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Figure 8.9 (a) Time-to-Failure versus drain stress voltage of 17.5(imx0.35[j.m nMOST
for no-current-acceleration stress (open triangles and circles) and current-
accelerated stress (solid triangles and circles). All transistors are stressed at
Vgs=0.5V. IDsat is measured at VD=VG= 1.0 V and VGT is extracted at ID=
0.5 mA.

(b) FTF (Fluence-to-Failure) on right y-axis and TTFOP (operation-TTF,
i.e. without current-acceleration) on left y-axis versus the magnitudes of
VDS. Solid curve is the LSF of the nMOST IDsat data giving bond-breaking
kinetic energy of qVBB= 3.054 eV.

FTF/(q/cm2)
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Figure 8.10 The traditional voltage-accelerated TTF extrapolation plot for the 2.5V
0.35|im nMOST technology.



CHAPTER 9

HOT HOLE INJECTION INTO Si02 IN N-CHANNEL MOS TRANSISTOR
DURING CHANNEL-HOT-ELECTRON STRESS

9.1 Introduction

A decrease in threshold voltage [113, 119] and an increase in transconductance

[120-123] were observed when short n-channel metal-oxide-silicon transistors (MOST)

are stressed under high VD and low VG ~ VGT conditions. Positive charge created in the

Si02 near the drain region during stress was assumed to account for the threshold

voltage decrease and transconductance increase. Several workers speculated that the

positive charge is due to the positive charging of the oxide traps by the hot holes

generated from the interband impact process near the high-field drain junction [55, 57-

58, 113, 120], For the nMOST biased in the high-VD and low-VG condition, the surface

energy band bending near the drain region will favor the hot hole injection into the gate

oxide [50, 119, 124]. Hofmann et al [119] employed a 2-D effective hole temperature

model in MINIMOS 2 to simulate hot hole injection into gate oxide and reported that

the hole injection can occur under high VD and low VG conditions. This was later

verified by Nissan-Cohan [57] and Saks et al [58] who employed a floating-gate

technique to measure the ultra-low gate current (in the order of 0.01 fA). They

concluded that at high-VD and low-VG (~VGT) stress condition, the ultra-low positive

gate current measured in their experiment is due to hot-hole surmounting the Si02/Si

energy barrier ((|)H_h= 4-25 eV) and injected into the Si02. Injected holes can be

117
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captured by the oxide hole traps which becomes positively charged [125]. In addition,

charge pumping measurements also suggest that localized hole trapping into the gate

oxide can cause a negative voltage shift of charge-pumping characteristics [55, 122-

123]. A survey of the biasing conditions reported in [55,57-58, 113, 119-123] showed

high drain voltage (9.5 V <VD< 8.0 V) and low gate voltage (0.5 V <VG< 2.0 V) were

employed to inject channel hot-holes into the Si02 oxide. However, the physical

mechanisms of how the hot hole are injected into Si02 during stress were not addressed

in the literature. Intuitively, if the energy of the hot hole is less than 4.25 eV, device

degradation caused by the injected channel hot-holes will not be a dominant factor

because the holes do not have sufficient kinetic energy to surmount the 4.25 eV Si02/Si

energy barrier [15, 50, 58]. Based on this reasoning, positive charge build up in Si02

will cease to occur. Hence, it is of fundamental interest and practical importance to

delineate and investigate the channel hot-hole injection mechanisms.

Recently, Lu and Sah showed two physical hot-hole back-injection pathways in

their thin-gate-oxide tunneling experiments [23], They considered the threshold energy

of two impact and two Auger pathways to account for the positive oxide-charge

buildup in thin Si02 [126]. We anticipate that their results can also be extended to

channel hot-hole injection.

In this chapter, four interband hot hole generation processes based on the

fundamental impact and Auger recombination pathways [126] are reviewed and

discussed. It will be shown, based on energy conservation, that there are three distinct

hot-electron (primary) threshold kinetic energies for generating a 4.25 eV hot hole
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(secondary). Experiment will show that, during channel hot electron stress, a 4.25 eV

interband impact-generated secondary hot hole is created when a primary impacting

electron possesses kinetic energy of more than 5.37 eV.

9.2 Four Fundamental Interband Hot Hole Generation Pathways

Figure 9.1 shows four fundamental interband generation pathways to create a 4.25

eV hot hole with the hot electron as the initiating carrier. For each pathway shown in

Figure 9.1, the energy of the hot electron and holes is drawn to-scale. This systematic

classification of generating 4.25 eV hot hole by the primary hot electron was delineated

by Sah based on the fundamental impact and Auger transitions [126].

Pathway (1) shows a 4.25 eV hot hole is generated by Auger recombination of a

hot electron with a thermal hole. The neighboring hole is excited to higher energy after

absorbing the recombination energy. From energy conservation, the threshold electron

kinetic energy needed to generate a 4.25 eV hot hole is

^electron-1 = ‘t'X-h ~ EG (9-1)

= (4.12- 1.12) eV

= 3.13 eV.

where <[)x_h is the Si02/Si hole barrier height and EG is the silicon energy gap.

Pathway (2) shows another hot hole generation process by Auger recombination of

a hot electron with a thermal hole with a deep valence electron excited into the

conduction band edge to carry away the recombination energy. The threshold kinetic

energy of the initiating KEe|ectron.2 required to generate a 4.25 eV hot hole is given by
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Figure 9.1 Four fundamental 4.25 eV hot hole generation pathways initiated by a
primary electron. KEelectron is the threshold kinetic energy of the primary
electron. (1) Hot hole generation by Auger recombination of a hot electron
with a thermal hole. (2) Hot hole generation and thermal electron
generation by a Auger recombination of a hot electron with a thermal hole.
(3) Hot hole generation by interband-impact of a hot electron with a
thermal hole, transferring the energy to the thermal hole. (4) Hot hole
generation and thermal electron generation by interband-impact of a hot
electron with a deep valence band electron.
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K^electron^ “ ^X-h + EG _ EG (9-2)

= 4.12 eV.

Pathway (3) shows the hot hole generation by interband impact of a hot electron

with a thermal hole where the hot electron transfers all its kinetic energy to the thermal

hole. For this pathway, the threshold kinetic energy KEelectron.3 is simply the hole

barrier height which is given by

KEelectron-S = ^X-h (9-3)

= 4.12 eV.

Pathway (4) shows the hot hole generation by a hot electron impacting a deep

valence band electron with a thermal electron to raise this valence electron to the

conduction band edge. For this interband-impact pathway, the threshold kinetic energy

KEelectron^ is given by

KEelectron^ = ‘t’X-h + EG (9-4)

= (4.12+1.12) eV

= 5.37 eV.

Thus, among these four pathways, there are three distinct threshold electron kinetic

energies: 3.13 eV, 4.12 eV and 5.37 eV to create a 4.25 eV hot hole [126]. These

threshold electron kinetic energies are derived based on energy conservation without

considering momentum conservation. Lu and Sah have shown that energetic carrier

generations in silicon via the impact-Auger transitions can be analyzed using energy

conservation alone [109]. By including the silicon band structure and Bragg reflection

or umklapp process in their calculations, they showed that the threshold electron
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energies derived analytically based on energy and momentum conservation are nearly

equal to their theoretical values computed from energy conservation alone which are

due to the electron-intervalley and umklapp transitions in silicon [109],

9.3 Experiments

Two groups of n-channel MOS transistor structures with two different drawn

channel lengths (L=100 |im and 20 pm) are used. The MOS transistor with L= 100 |im

is fabricated from a 1.0 (im BiCMOS technology with junction well isolation and has an

130 A thick gate oxide and a drawn channel width of 100 |im. The MOS transistor with

L=20 |im is fabricated from a 0.5 |im CMOS technology and has 80A thick gate oxide

and 20 |im channel width.

For a given SAM run on a test transistor, the transistor was stressed for a large

number of stress intervals at a constant high VDS.stress and a common low VGS_stress.

The VDS_stress was different for each transistor in order to vary the kinetic energy of the

primary channel electron since KEe|ectron = q(VDS - VDsat) is the maximum kinetic

energy gained by the channel electron accelerating from the low-field edge of the drain

junction space-charge-layer to the edge of the drain n+/p metallurgical junction. After

each stress interval, the transistor characteristics were measured using the DCIV method

in the drain-emitter configuration (DE-DCIV) to monitor the stress-generated NIT and

+Qot-
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9.4. Results and Discussions

9.4.1 Drain-Emitter Characteristic

A typical family of DE-DCIV curves at VDS_stress= 7.0 V and VGS,stress= 0.9 V and

stress times of 0, 0.1, 1, 11,26 ksec from a SAM run taken on a 100 |im/100 p.m

nMOST is shown in Figure 9.2. The nearly stationary peak at VG= -0.3 V was

identified by its exp(qVBD/kBT) dependence as recombination of n+drain-junction-

injected electrons with the p-body holes at the fabrication-residual interface located in

the quasi-neutral channel region out of the drain-junction space-charge region [59]. Its

growth rate is very low because there are few hot electrons and holes during stress in the

inverted channel outside of the drain-junction space-charge-region.

The fast growing secondary peak, VG= -2.25 V after 26 ksec stress, was identified

by its exp(qVDB/2kBT) dependence (see inset of Figure 9.2) as electron-hole

recombination at the stress generated interface traps covering the space-charge-region of

the n+drain/p-channel junction [59, 60, 97, 100, 111]. The rapid rise of this peak was

shown in Chapter 7 to come from interface trap generation by the secondary hot holes

from interband-impact generation of electron-hole pairs initiated by the primary channel

hot electrons. The silicon and oxygen dangling bond interface traps are generated by

hole capture or impact which releases the hydrogen of the Si:H and SiO:H near the drain

junction. The spatial location of the interface trap can be estimated at flat-band

condition using the one-dimensional n+/p junction space-charge-layer thickness

formula.
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Figure 9.2 Drain-emitter DCIV (DE-DCIV) characteristics of L/W=100 (im/100 fim
nMOSTs, measured at ^ebd- 0-4 V and VBS= 0 V after CHE stressed at
VDS= 7.0 V, VGS= 0.9 V, and VBS= 0 V (B=Body=X) for 0, 0.1 k, 1 k, 11 k
and 26 k seconds. The inset shows the exp(qVBD/nkBT) dependence of the
stress-induced body current, AIB= Ib(Vgb= 2.5 V, tstress= 2.6 ksec) -
Ib(VGb= 2.5 V, tstress= 0), indicating n=2 due to recombination in the drain-
junction space-charge region.
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YSC = [2£siVPN/qNAA)1/2 (9.5)

= 36[(Vpn/1 V)(1016/Naa)]1/2

With Naa= 5x1016 Boron/cm3, then during DE-DCIV measurements,

VpN = VBI-VBD (9.6)

= (0.95-0.4) V

= 0.55 V

Substituting VPN= 0.5 V into (9.5), the drain space-charge-layer thickness during DE-

DCIV measurement is estimated to be

YSC-me,s = [2esi.0.5V/qNAA)'° (9.7)

= 36[(0.55/lV).(1016/5xl016)]1/2nm

= 12 nm

During CHE stress at VDS= 7.0 V and VGS= 0.9 V,

VPN = VD-VDsat (9.8)

= 7.0 V-0.33 V

= 6.67 V

then, the drain space-charge-layer thickness is estimated to be

Ysc-,™, = [2esi.0.5V/qNAA)1'2 (9.9)

= 36[(6.67/l V).(1016/5xl016)]1/2nm

= 41 nm

Based on these estimations, the fast-growing interface traps are located in the channel

less than 12 nm from the n+/p-surface boundary.
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9.4.2 Experimental +0OT Build-up Threshold

The positive oxide charge build-up can be monitored by the gate-voltage shift of

the growing IB peak, VGB.peak, shown in Figure 9.1, since +AQOT °c Cox.V GB.peak. This

negative gate-voltage shift of the growing IB peak would be proportional to the applied

drain voltage, VDS, since there are more hot holes with sufficient kinetic energy to

surmount the 4.25 eV Si02/Si hole barrier. Thus, a threshold is anticipated if VGB is

plotted against VDS provided the stress-fluence and other bias voltages are kept

constant. Figure 9.3 plots the variation of as a function of hot-electron fluence

for the L=100 |imxl00 (im transistors stressed with five different VDS voltages at the

common VGS= 0.9 V. The hot-electron fluence is calculated from the nearly-constant

stressed channel current IcH-stress ushig the following relationship.

NiNJ = (l/q)*I(IcH-stress^Drain)*dt (9.10)

- (l/q)»(IGH-stress*tstress)^Drain

where q is the electronic charge (1.6xl0‘19 Coulombs), ADrain is the drain contact area

and tstress is the incremental stress time. All five VGB_peak curves are observed to

saturate after Ninj= IOxIO23 cm-2. Ning reported a large capture cross section area

(~10~13cm“2) for hole oxide traps in Si02 and observed an almost 99% hole trapping

efficiency [125]. This could possibly account for the VGB’s saturation shown in Figure

9.3.

In Figure 9.3, the data corresponding to each VDS stress voltage was least-square-

fitted to two exponential functions to extract the VGB peak value at a constant hot-

electron fluence of Ninj= 20x10 23cm'2. The fitted results are shown as solid lines in
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Figure 9.3 Kinetics of positive oxide charge buildup versus stress fluence, Ninj, in 100
pm x 100 Jim nMOSTs stressed at VDS= 5.5V, 6.0V, 6.5V and 7.0V, and
the same VGS= 0.9V
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Figure 9.3. Figure 9.4 shows the extracted VGB.peak values plotted as a function of (VD
- VDsat) which is the acceleration potential through the drain-junction space-charge

layer. VDsat is the potential across the inverted electron channel and is experimentally

determined from the drain conductance measurement. For the lOOpmx 100pm

transistor, VDsat= 0.3314 V was obtained by linear extrapolating the gD data to gD= 0

A/V shown in Figure 9.5.

The dearth of data shown in Figure 9.5 could not clearly delineate the presence of a

structure near VD - VDsat = 5.4 V which would correspond to the electron-impact

threshold (transition (4) in Figure 9.1) although there is a hint from the two dashed

curves in Figure 9.4. Thus a similar SAM run was performed on 20 pmx 20 pm

nMOST samples. Data were collected and analyzed following the same procedure

described for the 100 pmx 100 pm nMOST SAM experiment. For the 20 pmx 20 pm

SAM experiment, the gate voltage applied during CHE stress is common at VGS=0.8V

with additional transistors stressed near VD - VDsat = 5.4 V. A 0.35 V forward-bias is

used during the DE-DCIV measurements. The drain conductance measurement on the

20 pmx20 pm transistor gives VDS.sat= 0.2174 V. Figure 9.6 shows the variation of

Voe-peak as a function of hot-electron fluence for nine VDS stress voltages. Figure 9.7

plots the VQg.p^ values, extracted at Ninj= 20x1 023 cm-2, as a function of (VD-VDsat).

The results shown in Figures 9.4 and 9.7 were combined into Figure 9.8.

Reasonable agreement between the L= 100 pm and L= 20 pm results is observed. The

intersection of the two dashed lines, obtained via two separate linear-LSF of data in the

high and low voltage range, gives VD ~VDsat= 5.479 V which agrees with the theoretical
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(VD - VDsat)/(1 V)

Figure 9.4 Plot of positive charge buildup as a function of the electron kinetic energy,
(VD - VDsat), at a stress fluence of Ninj= 20x 1023 cm-2, from the data given
in Figure 9.3.
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VDS/(1 V)

Figure 9.5 ID-VD characteristics of the 100(imx 1 OOfim transistor measured at VGS=
0.9V. The drain conductance, gD, is determined from gD= AID/AVD. The
zero VDS-intercept by the linear-LSF line of gD gives VDsat= 0.3314 V.
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Figure 9.6 Kinetics of positive oxide charge buildup versus stress fluence, Ninj, in 20
pm x 20 pm nMOSTs stressed at VDS= 5.0 V, 5.2 V, 5.4 V, 5.6 V, 5.8 V,
6.0 V, 6.2 V, 6.5 V, and 7.0 V, and the same VGS= 0.8V
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(VD - VDsat)/(1 V)

Figure 9.7 Plot of positive charge builup as a function of the electron kinetic energy,
(VD - VDsat), at a stress fluence of Ninj= 20x1 023 cm-2, from the data given
in Figure 9.6.
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(VD - VDsat)/(1 V)

Figure 9.8 Comparison of positive charge builup as a function of the electron kinetic
energy, (VD - VDsat), at a stress fluence of Ninj= 20x1023 cm-2, from the
data given in Figures 9.3 and 9.6.
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5.37 eV interband-impact generation threshold discussed in Section 9.2. Thus, hot hole

injection into Si02 via the interband-impact pathway dominates when the electron

kinetic energy exceeds the 5.37 eV threshold i.e. q(VD - VDsat) > 5.37 eV.

Assuming VDsat = VGS - VGT, where VGT is the threshold voltage of the nMOST,

then, a high-VD and low-VG CHE-stress condition would satisfy the (VD - VDsat) = (VD

- VG + VGT) > 5.37 V to positively charge the Q0T near the drain space-charge-region

by the CHE-impact-generated hot holes. This could account for the high-VD and low-

VG stress conditions used in [55, 57-58, 113, 119-123] to inject holes into the Si02

during CHE stress.

9.4.3 +0OT Build-up in Short-Channel nMOSTs

From the long-channel MOSTs’ results just presented, interband-impact generation

of secondary hot holes by primary channel hot electrons was shown to be a primary

cause of +QGt build-up in nMOSTs when VD - VDsat > 5.37 V. However, as discussed

in section 9.2, there are three other pathways with lower electron threshold kinetic

energies, among the four impact-Auger transitions, to give the 4.25 eV barrier

surmounting hot holes. These are the hot-electron/thermal-hole impact collision

pathway and the hot-electron/thermal hole Auger recombination pathway, which give an

electron threshold of 4.25 eV, and the hot-electron/thermal-hole Auger recombination

pathway which gives an electron electron threshold of 3.13 eV. These lower thresholds

for +Qot build-up is of great practical importance. It indicates that +QGt would cease

to be an important limitation of current and future shorter channel and thinner gate

oxide transistors designed for operation at lower voltages. This is illustrated by the
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SAM experiment on two 0.35 pm nMOST shown in Figure 9.9 stressed at two

traditional power supply voltages, VDS.stress= 5.0 V (Device-A) and 3.3 V (Device-B).

This short L= 0.35 pm MOST is fabricated from a 0.35 pm CMOS technology and has

a 6 nm thick gate oxide and a drawn channel width of 17.5 pm. For this L= 0.35 pm

nMOST, VDsat= 0.1679 V is determined from the conductance measurement.

Figure 9.9 plots the stressed-induced AIB_DE (left y-axis) versus VGB of Device-A

and Device-B stressed after 11.7 min and 494.8 min, respectively, and the unstressed

DE IB-VGB (right y-axis) characteristics of Device-A and Device-B (dotted line). The

stress-time difference was selected to make the stress drain fluence almost identical in

the two SAM tests. With reference to the unstressed IB peak at VGB= -0.45 V, the

stress-induced AIB_DE peaks for Device-A and Device-B both showed a negative shift

along the gate voltage axis. However, Device-A stressed at VDS_stress= 5.0 V was found

to have larger build-up of positive oxide charge +Q0T (AVGB —0.65 V = -AQot/Cox)

and interface traps NIT (« AIB_peak ~ 170 pA). Comparatively, Device-B stressed at

VDs-stress= 3.3 V exhibits a rather small +Qox build-up and NIT generation (AVGB -

-0.05 V and AIB_peak ~ 30 pA). This can be explained by considering the magnitude of

(VD - VDsat) which is the acceleration voltage for the channel electron through the

drain/channel space-charge-layer at the Si02/Si interface. For Device-A, VD - VDsat =

5.0 V-0.17 V = 4.83 V. For Device-B, VD - VDsat = 3.3 V - 0.17 V = 3.13 V. The

latter corresponds to the Auger threshold of 3.13 V. These two SAM results

complement the preceding long channel results that when VD - VDsat < (0XhH " EG)/q =

3.13 V, the +Q0t build-up from barrier-surmounting hot hole injection during CHE
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VGB/(1V)

Figure 9.9 Drain-Emitter DCIV of two 0.35 |lm nMOSTs, Transistor-A stressed at
VDS= 5.0 V for tstress= 11.7 min and Transistor-B stressed at VDS= 3.3 V
for tstress= 494.8 min. VGS.stress= 0.5 V. The dotted lines shows the
unstressed DE-DCIV characteristics of Transistor-A and Transistor-B.

Ib-de/(1012A)
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stress will cease. It is also inferred that interface trap would be a primary degradation

factor affecting the reliability of low-voltage deep submicron MOST where Q0t

buildup is no longer important.



CHAPTER 10
REDUCTION OF INTERFACE TRAPS IN P-CHANNEL MOS TRANSISTOR

DURING CHANNEL-HOT-HOLE STRESS

10.1 Introduction

The dominant degradation mechanism in p-channel MOS transistors (pMOSTs)

under channel hot hole (CHH) stress at low VGS and high VDS has been attributed to

build-up of negative oxide charge (-Qqt) due to electron trapping in the gate oxide near

the drain junction space-charge region [51, 127]. Reliability modeling of pMOST has

assumed channel-shortening caused by this localized negative oxide charge [128-130],

Few studies have investigated the mechanisms of interface trap (NIT) generation and its

effects on the performance and degradation of pMOSTs [55, 130-131]. In this chapter,

we report not only the generation of interface traps but also reduction of interface traps

for the first time in pMOSTs during CHH stress. Based on a variety of geometrical and

bias dependences on the experimental results, a hydrogen reaction-transport model is

constructed.

10.2. Experimental Results

The test transistors used in the stress-and-measure (SAM) experiments were

pMOSTs in n-well on p-substrate with 110A gate oxide and a drawn aspect ratio of

W/L= 20 p.m/0.7 Jim. They were stressed at room temperature under the conventional

CHH condition: VDS= -5.25 V, VGS= -1.0 V, Vsx= 0 V. Generation and reduction of

interface traps and charging of the oxide traps are monitored by the DCIV method. Two

138
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bias configurations were employed in the DCIV measurements: Drain-Emitter and

Source-Emitter forward bias (DE-DCIV and SE-DCIV) to locate the interface and oxide

traps. The trap locations are further delineated by the ideality factor of the I-V

characteristics of the forward-biased junction [59].

Figure 10.1 shows typical DE-DCIV characteristics of a CHH-stressed 20/0.7

pMOST where the stress-generated incremental base current is computed from

experimental data using

(^stress 1> ^EBl) ~ ^B(Wess 1» ^EBl) ~ ^B^stress=0’ ^EBl)- (10.1)

The incremental rather than total body (or base) current gives visibility of the small

CHH-stress-induced changes, such as the decreasing peak at VGB= -0.5 V in Figures

10.1(b) and 10.1(d) and the increasing-then-decreasing peak at VGB= +2.0 V in Figure

10.1(c), that reveal for the first time electrical-annealing of the interface traps during

CHH stress. These small peaks would be masked off by the pre-stress leakage current if

the total IB were plotted. In addition, the incremental base current also subtracts out the

base/body-current components from bulk and interface traps outside of the pMOST

channel which are not changed during the CHH stress and which may also not be

dependent on the gate voltage.

The DCIV data in Figure 10.1 are displayed at two forward biases (VEB= 0.4 V

and 0.6 V) for the two bias configurations (DE and SE) shown in Figures 10.1 (a)-(d).

These four DCIV plots help to locate the interface and oxide traps. At the lower

forward bias (0.4 V), AIB is dominated by electron-hole recombination at the interface

traps located over the surface space-charge-region of the forward-biased drain or source
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Figure 10.1 The 400mV and 600mV Drain Emitter (DE) and Source Emitter (SE)
DCIV characteristics of silicon pMOSTs with W/L=20|im/0.7p.m showing
the VGB dependence of AIB at VCB=0 and two measurement forward biases
(Veb=0.4V and 0.6V) after channel hot hole stressed at VDS=-5.25V,
VGS=-1.0V, and Vsx=0V for 10, 100, 500, 1000 and 2000 seconds.
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junction [59]. At the higher forward bias (0.6 V), AIB is dominated by electron-hole

recombination at the interface traps located over the surface channel region between the

source and the drain [59].

The I-V characteristics of the forward-biased drain-emitter (DE) and source-

emitter (SE) junctions further help to locate the interface traps. The reciprocal slope or

ideality factor, n, in AIB «= exp(qVEB/nkT), is read from Figure 10.2 and copied to

Figure 10.1. The value n=2 signifies recombination in the space-charge region, while

n=l, in the quasi-neutral (channel) region [59].

It is evident from the DE-DCIV of Figures 10.1(a) and 10.1(b) that the rapidly

growing peak at VGB= 2.0 V with n=2 originates from CHH-generated interface traps

located over the p+drain/n-well surface space-charge-region. The high growth rate

reflects the high density of primary hot holes and secondary hot electrons in this

reverse-biased space-charge-region. The location of the CHH-generated interface traps

is further confirmed by the SE-DCIV of Figure 10.1(c) at VSB= 0.4 V which shows a

residual-fabrication interface traps over the p+source/n-well surface space-charge-region

(because n=2) that is overwhelmed by the mid-channel recombination (n=l) component

when VSB is increased to 0.6 V in Figure 10.1(d). The shift of the n=2 peak in the

positive VGB direction, as indicated in Figures 10.1(a) and 10.1(b), shows the negative

charging of the oxide traps over the drain-junction space-charge region by barrier-

surmounting (Si02/Si <J>xe= 3.12 eV) secondary hot electrons generated by the primary

or channel hot holes in the p+drain, similar to that experimentally proven for positive

charging of the oxide traps during CHE stress in nMOST presented in Chapter 9.
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Figure 10.2 The forward current-voltage characteristics (AIB vs VEB) of the drain and
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measurement configurations at three gate biases (VGB= 2.0 V, 0.5 V and
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The negative peak, starting at VGB= -0.5 V in Figures 10.1(b) and 10.1(d),

originates from the density-reduction of the residual fabrication interface traps located

in the channel during CHH stress. Its mid-channel location is deduced from its n=l

ideality factor, present at the higher forward bias (VSB= 0.6 V) that causes

recombination in the quasi-neutral region (signified by n=l) to dominate, and the near

symmetry between SE and DE. The slight asymmetry or the higher reduction rate in the

DE configuration, Figure 10.1(b), indicates the expected nearer p+drain location of the

mid-channel interface traps. The positive gate voltage shift of the decreasing peak

indicates that negative oxide charge build-up also occurs in the channel region.

10.3. Kinetic Model

The foregoing results on the generation of the interface traps and negative

charging of the oxide traps over the drain junction space-charge region are anticipated

from the similar results observed in nMOST during CHE stress. The same hydrogen

bond-breaking model would also apply. For the present pMOST case, interface traps

are generated when the hydrogen in Si«H and SiO«H at the Si02/Si interface over the

drain-junction space-charge region is released by the energetic secondary electrons

generated by the primary channel hot holes. Figures 10.3(a) and 10.3(b) show the

kinetics of the growth of the interface traps over in the drain-junction space-charge

region (n=2) which is initially limited by hydrogen-bond breaking with the linear stress

time dependence and then limited by hydrogen diffusion with square-root stress time

dependence. It saturates when all the hydrogenated silicon and oxygen dangling bonds

are dehydrogenated.
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The decreasing peak starting at VGB= -0.5 V, which is plotted at VGB= -0.2 V in

Figure 10.3, follows a square-root stress-time dependence, suggesting that the hydrogen

diffusion is the rate-limiting step in the hydrogenation of the interface traps in the mid¬

channel region. This is consistent with the diffusion delay of the hydrogen released by

channel hot holes from hydrogenated boron, Si:B»H»Si, in the p+drain. Boron

hydrogenation was first identified and verified by Sah-Sun-Tzouo in a series of MOS

capacitor avalanche experiments [132-134]. Three additional observations supported

this model: (1) the growth rate of the decreasing peak at VGB= -0.5 V is much lower in

long-channel pMOSTs than in short channels, (2) a high density of hydrogenated boron

is available in the heavily-doped p+drain [a 1% boron hydrogenation in the heavily-

doped p+drain (~1020 Boron/cm2) contains ~1018 boron-hydrogen bonds], and (3) the

decreasing peak is barely noticeable in nMOSTs which suggested that the source of the

hydrogen was from the hydrogenated boron-acceptor in nMOST’s p-well which has a

much lower boron concentration than the p+drain of the pMOST.

Figure 10.4 illustrates the hydrogen diffusion pathways for the CHH-stressed

pMOST. Hydrogen released from the broken Si« and SiO. bonds and dehydrogenated

boron acceptors Si:B» can either diffuse towards the p+poly-Si, along the Si02/n-Si

channel or in the n-Si substrate. However, hydrogen diffusion towards the p+poly-Si

does not participate in the hydrogenation process at the Si02/Si interface though it

occurs at a faster rate than its lateral diffusion towards the mid-channel region, as shown

by the following estimation using LDiff = V(Dt).
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Figure 10.4 Cross-sectional view of a pMOST under CHH stress. The hydrogen

diffusion pathways from the broken interfacial bonds and dehydrogenated
boron are shown. The dotted line indicates the edge of the space-charge
layer.
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(10.3)

(10.2)

= 500

Lch is the channel length and x0X is the oxide thickness. Doxjde/Dinterface= 1/2 is

assumed to account for the slightly larger hydrogen diffusivity along the Si02/Si

interface.

10.4 Summary

In summary, we have shown that interface traps are generated in p-channel MOS

transistor during CHH stress, mainly near the drain junction. During the CHH stress,

mobile hydrogen is released from hydrogenated boron in the p+drain by the hot holes

injected from the p-channel. The released hydrogen diffuses from the p+drain into the

channel region and passivates residual fabrication interface traps over the channel and

source junction.



CHAPTER 11

SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS

Channel-hot-carrier induced degradation in silicon-based MOSTs is a major

constraint for the long-term reliability of VLSI/ULSI circuit. As the MOST continues

to reduce to smaller physical dimensions at constant or near constant supply voltages,

the magnitude of the channel electric field increases. The increased electric field

accelerates the electrons in nMOST and holes in pMOST to high kinetic energy which

can generate and charge oxide traps in the gate oxide and interface traps at the Si02/Si

interface. These electrically-active oxide and interface traps degrade the performance of

the MOSTs after long-term operation.

In this thesis, the electrical degradation characteristics of MOSTs under channel

hot carrier stress was investigated using a novel Direct-Current Current-Voltage (DCIV)

characterization technique. This technique employs the surface recombination current

of the parasitic gate-controlled BJT in MOST structure as a degradation monitor. Two

applications are illustrated: (1) separation of stress-generated oxide and interface traps

in submicron MOSTs and (2) spatial profiling of the stress-generated interface trap

distribution. The stress-generated surface recombination current is shown to exhibit a

linear correlation with the traditionally measured transistor’s parameters (IDsat, VGT, and

S). A simple drain-current degradation model was successfully used to account for the

observed correlation. This correlation provides a basis for using the DCIV method to
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monitor MOS transistor degradation. A turn-key DCIV software was developed and

delivered to members of the Semiconductor Research Corporation.

A physic-based Time-to-Failure extraction algorithm was demonstrated using the

current-acceleration CHC stress technique. The current acceleration method uses a

forward-biased p/n junction to increase the channel hot current to enhance the

transistor’s degradation rate. The advantage of this current acceleration over the

traditional voltage-acceleration CHC stress method is that the kinetic energy of the

channel hot carriers can be maintained close to operating condition such that the same

degradation mechanisms responsible for transistor degradation during operation can be

simulated by the current acceleration CHC stress. Stress-time reduction by about 1-2

orders of magnitude is demonstrated to determine the maximum operation voltage for a

ten-year time-to-failure in n- and p-channel MOST. This technique will be attractive

for advanced deep-submicron low-voltage MOST development and evaluation. The

CACHC results were also correlated with Sah’s bond-breaking interface trap generation

theory and showed that interface traps generated during CHC stress has a 3.06 eV

threshold energy. Silicon-hydrogen (Si:H) bonds at the Si02/Si interface are concluded

to be broken by channel hot holes in nMOST and by channel hot electrons in pMOST

during high-voltage stress. A 1-V threshold interface trap generation via Auger-

recombination is identified to be a dominant degradation mechanism for low-voltage

(3.3V and below) MOST.

During CHE stress, oxide hole traps over the drain junction space-charge layer are

charged by capturing holes injected into the oxide over the Si02/Si hole barrier. Four
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hot-hole injection pathways are delineated. Two pathways are experimentally observed:

hot-electron/hot-hole interband impact pathways in high-voltage long channel nMOST

with electron kinetic energy threshold of 5.12 eV, and hot-electron/thermal-hole Auger

recombination pathway in low voltage short-channel nMOSTs with electron kinetic

energy threshold of 3.13 eV. The positive oxide charge buildup rate is anticipated to

decrease drastically when the supply voltage is decreased to less than 3.3V. Thus

interface trap generation is expected to be a dominating degradation mechanism in

future generation of deep-submicron MOST.

For p-channel MOS transistor during channel hot hole stress, interface traps are

generated and occurs mainly near the drain junction. A reduction of the interface trap

density over the p-channel of MOS transistors during stress is observed for the first

time. Hydrogen released from the hydrogenated boron in the p+drain region by the

channel hot holes is proposed. The released hydrogen diffuses from the p+drain into the

channel region and passivates fabrication-residual interface traps over the channel and

source interface.
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